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By Nawara Fattahova

Many minor earthquakes hit Kuwait, although the state
hasn’t experienced any damage. The biggest earth-
quake registered in Kuwait reached a magnitude of 4.8

near Manaqeesh oilfield. Recent earthquakes in Iran have been
felt in Kuwait by some people, with predictions of bigger ones
happening soon. Kuwait Times visited the Kuwait National
Seismic Network (KNSN) - before the coronavirus outbreak -
to learn more.   

Dr Abdullah Al-Enezi, supervisor of KNSN at the Kuwait
Institute for Scientific Research, said earthquakes that hit Iraq
and Iran are mostly felt in coastal areas of Kuwait. “This is due to
the clay sediment there, as it amplifies the seismic wave, which
has a greater effect. Also, those living in high-rises feel it more
than those in smaller buildings or houses,” he told Kuwait Times.      

The Kuwait National Seismic Network was founded in 1993.
“In that year, a 4.8-magnitude earthquake shook Kuwait, after
which people started panicking. They started asking if the epi-
center was in Kuwait or outside Kuwait, what’s the impact of the
earthquake, whether it will affect buildings or facilities, etc, so
KNSN was established,” said Enezi. 

The purpose of establishing KNSN is to monitor earthquakes
locally, regionally and internationally. “We started to build our
seismic network, which started operating in 1997. KNSN has
eight stations spread out in the desert of Kuwait, and data from
these stations come to our center here in KISR in real time,” he
explained. 

Three employees work in this center. “One is a researcher
specialized in seismic risk and hazard assessment and seismic
analysis; another is a professional in monitoring and analysis;
and I’m the supervisor. We also deal with a company that does
maintenance work for KNSN,” Enezi added. 

Each of the eight stations is equipped with a seismometer,
which is sensitive to any vibration or motion in the earth, includ-
ing the movements of cars and people. But when an earthquake
strikes, it gives a special signal different from other sources of
vibration. “We also have a data logger that stores the data and a
transmitter for transferring data to the center. After receiving the
data here, we start to analyze it both through software and man-
ually to make sure that the event that we have recorded is cor-
rect. From this event we get the magnitude, depth, location and
timing of the earthquake,” explained Enezi. 

KNSN is connected with stations globally. “Sometimes an
earthquake happens far from Kuwait, for example in Japan or
America, so we have integrated our network with international
networks to record and analyze any distant event. We are also
integrated with regional networks in Oman, UAE and Qatar, and
will soon be connected with Iraq, so we can analyze any nearby
earthquake accurately,” he said. 

Prediction of an earthquake 
“People always ask if we do predictions of earthquakes. But

the important issue is to know the cause of an earthquake, so we

know if we can predict it or not. An earthquake happens because
of stress in rocks inside the earth. When the earth can’t resist this
stress, the rocks break and crate a fault - a seismic wave is then
distributed over the bedrock and we feel the vibration. We can’t
predict the breakage of these rocks as we don’t know when it’s
going to happen,” said Enezi.

“But we can do statistical analysis of data of the past 100
years, for example. Based on this, we can say that after five
years, there is a possibility of an earthquake of magnitude 4, or
after 50 years there is a possibility of an earthquake of magni-
tude 7 to happen. But this is not an exact prediction.” 

But there is an exception. “We can predict an earthquake in
seconds, as when an earthquake happens, we have two waves -
the primary wave and the secondary wave. The time between
them is in seconds, and the secondary wave is destructive. So
this short timing is used for huge infrastructure facilities such as
power plants, for instance. In case of an earthquake, they shut
down automatically. This is called early warning, which is used
by earthquake-prone countries like Turkey, Japan and others,”
Enezi noted.

“Instead of wasting time working on inaccurate predictions,
let’s work on our buildings. There is a seismic building code. We
should focus on designing our buildings to resist earthquakes
instead of working on predictions. This is what advanced coun-
tries do, as they experience strong earthquakes of 8 or 9 magni-
tude but they don’t cause much damage due to their building
structures, while in poor countries such as Pakistan, India or Iran,
an earthquake of 5 or 6 magnitude can cause major damage and
deaths. Earthquakes doesn’t kill, but buildings do,” he said.

Developed countries are ready for earthquakes. “For instance,
Turkey experiences many earthquakes. They used to cause a lot
of damage in the past, but they are working on improving their
buildings. They are now preparing for earthquakes by setting
laws for new buildings to be constructed to resist quakes. The
government encourages owners of old buildings to demolish
them and build new structures by providing them financial sup-
port. So we need to work on building codes instead of predic-
tions,” stressed Enezi.

The Zagros Mountains in Iran and Iraq is a very active seis-
mic zone. “We have two plates - the Arabian Peninsula plate and
Eurasia plate - and they are colliding together, leading to a lot of
seismic activity. Although the strongest earthquake may reach
magnitude 8, it will not affect Kuwait as it’s far away. It can only
cause some buildings to shake. People have felt some of these,
but they didn’t cause any damage. Old badly constructed build-
ings can be damaged, like a building in Sabah Al-Salem that
developed cracks during one of these earthquakes,” he pointed
out.

After KNSN was established, over 1,500 earthquakes have

been recorded in Kuwait. “But most of these are very minor.
Mostly nobody feels anything. These earthquakes don’t exceed a
magnitude of 4 and are located in two zones in the south and
north, mostly in oilfields. We believe it is caused by the extrac-
tion of oil, as they pump in water or gas to extract the oil, which
causes changes in the internal pressure of the air, which then
cracks or fractures the bedrock. Maybe it wasn’t active, but with
the change in pressure, it becomes active, cracks and causes an
earthquake,” Enezi told Kuwait Times.

KNSN operates daily but not 24/7. “Earlier, we faced a prob-
lem when we had an earthquake at night - we had to come here
and make analyses. So we developed a system that can send us a
message if an earthquake strikes, in Iran for instance, with its
magnitude and depth, and provides a link to the website. All
information is in this link. This way I’m working 24 hours even
from home, so I can report the information to the civil defense or
other institutions,” he said.

KNSN is the official network in Kuwait that can give informa-
tion to the government on seismic activities. “Our work is con-
nected to civil defense. We have a list of phone numbers to
which we send messages along with the link with the information
about the seismic activity, and they take the action as they have
the emergency plan,” said Enezi. The center is connected to
numerous stations around the world. The stations measure
vibrations in the earth. So if an earthquake happens, the comput-
er will auto pick the waves and provide information about the
location. 

Displays for visitors
KNSN has various machines displayed for visitors, including

a model of the old way of recording earthquakes, where a needle
drew the activity of waves on a roll of paper. “We used to see
this machine in old movies. It’s not working now, but we only
keep it for display for visitors to see. We also have a model of
the seismometer that is in our stations. This machine is placed in
a vault as it is very sensitive and we want to minimize noise. It
can do auto analysis of the transmitted information, but we do it
manually,” Enezi said. “We have a website displaying regional
and international seismic activities. It provides information about
these activities by clicking on an area. It livestreams the current
activity happening”. 

“We receive school field trips all the time. We give students
awareness information about the work of our network and
earthquakes. KISR also sometimes holds training courses for
students. We give them a sample earthquake event and tell them
how to calculate the information including its magnitude and
depth in a simple way,” he noted. 

On a parting note, Enezi advised people to stay away from
rumors, especially on social media. “People should get informa-
tion from reliable official sources. Recently, someone spread
rumors about an expected major earthquake that will take place
here, which caused panic among people. People were even call-
ing me asking if it’s true and wondering if they can take their
children to school. So please don’t listen to rumors,” concluded
Enezi.     

Dr Abdullah Al-Enezi, supervisor of Kuwait National Seismic
Network (KNSN) at the Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research. —
Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat 

We should focus on designing 
our buildings to resist earthquakes 
instead of working on predictions
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By Jamie Etheridge 
 Quilting is a communal activity, one that takes time, 

patience and collaboration. During the lockdown 
period, members of the US Embassy in Kuwait 
community came together to create a beautiful 

handstitched quilt. The aim: to commemorate the pandem-
ic, to remind all those who visit that during the crisis, people 

could still come together to create something beautiful and 
lasting.  

“When we hatched the idea, it was still really very early in 
the pandemic. First of all, we thought it wouldn’t go on for 
so long. And second, we wanted something to keep the 
community of the embassy engaged and something we 
could do through social distancing. It was really exciting,” 
said US Ambassador to Kuwait Alina Romanowski.  

The completed quilt with some of the 
quilters.  —  Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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Members of the US embassy community examining the quilt.

Taking cues from the Ambassador, the quilting commit-
tee first identified a pattern for the quilt.  They needed a 
pattern that was appropriate for diverse skill levels, one that 
would resonate with the Embassy community, and create a 
harmonious quilt when the individual parts were sewn 
together.  

Among the quilters from the US embassy included sev-
eral first time quilters, three generations of one family 
including a mother and daughter here in Kuwait who 
received help over Skype from a grandmother in the US.  

“It was a fun project and I enjoyed doing it with my mom 
and my grandmother,” said Aliciya Memmott. “It took us a 
few days to figure out how to do it and then a day to get it 
done.”  

Choosing a motif that resonated with the embassy staff 
and also connected to Kuwait was key. One of the most 
common and popular patterns in the United States is the 
star motif — a motif traditionally made from squares and tri-
angles of fabric sewn into a star shape.  For the US 
embassy quilt, the committee choose the ‘Wonky Star’ pat-
tern, which allows for each sewer to alter the size and width 

of the points of the star, creating something unique to that 
person.  When assembled, the individual stars create a 
harmonious whole, despite the differences between them. 

Made of 36 blocks, each with a star in the center, the 
quilt represents both the United States and the host coun-
try, Kuwait. Each color within the quilt represents a nod to 
a part of Kuwait. The tans of the many hued sand of 
Kuwait, the blue of the Gulf and the green of Kuwait’s 
statuesque date palm trees. Both local and American 
embassy staff took part, with 24 quilters completing the 
top spread. The wavy lines stitching the quilt together 
also represent the ripples in the sand made by the wind.  
Within the wavy lines are swirls, to represent the waves of 
the Arabian Gulf.  Individual quilters also added personal 
touches, like their names or small designs of their pet 
dog, to add interest and personality to the squares.  

Since Kuwait was still under lockdown when the quilt 
was finished, the team decided to send the quilt to a quil-
ter in the States. A special long-arm quilting machine was 
need to sew the front and back together. Though the quil-

ter in the US had never been to Kuwait, she immediately 
understood the vision and effort that had gone into mak-
ing the quilt top. The outline the stars, for instance, 
emphasizes the connection to historical American quilt 
patterns. 

Quilting has a long history in the United States, much 
the same as weaving has a long history in Kuwait. Dozens 
of quilts hang in the Pentagon memorializing those lost on 
September 11, 2001. The wondrous, artistic quilts created 
by the African American community in Gee’s Bend, 
Alabama are considered a national treasure and have 
toured the nation and hung in the Smithsonian in 
Washington, D.C.  

“Quilts are made for all sorts of reasons - for weddings, 
marriages and births, for fund raising and homeless shel-
ters, for stress relief and therapy,” the ambassador noted. 
“It represents a community. The plan all along was to 
leave the quilt here at the embassy as a reminder of what 
the community did during the COVID-19 lockdown.” 

 

US Ambassador Alina Romanowski holds up the quilt.

A close up photograph shows the intricate detail of the stitch-
ing and pattern.
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Jleeb, Mahboula taste freedom
Residents of Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh and

Mahboula, home to over half a mil-
lion low-paid expat workers, tasted

complete freedom yesterday morning after
more than three months of total lockdown
to fight the spread of the coronavirus.

Only Farwaniya, where hundreds of thou-
sands of expats reside, remains under total
lockdown, which was expected to be lifted
by the Cabinet late yesterday. 
— Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat and Fouad
Al-Shaikh
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By Ben Garcia 

Residents of Mahboula and Jleeb Al-Shuy-
oukh celebrated yesterday after their long
lockdown was finally lifted. Both areas had

total isolation imposed on April 6 and remained
under lockdown until yesterday. The isolation cre-
ated a host of challenges - from long queues for
food aid, shopping and cooking gas cylinders to
the psychological stress and anxiety of the restric-
tion. One resident, however, turned his experience
of the lockdown into a t-shirt that quickly went
viral in Kuwait.

Moustafa Ali Hassan, an Egyptian from Alexan-
dria and a resident of Kuwait, crafted the t-shirt
with the slogan ‘Mahboula Survivor’. Now in Kyr-
gyzstan, where he traveled at the end of June to be
with his wife and daughter after the Kyrgyz Em-
bassy arranged a chartered flight to the country,
Hassan lived almost the entire lockdown in block 3
of Mahboula. “I feel sad about the problems of peo-
ple who are without food and even baby milk and
diapers. I witnessed this with so many of my friends
in Mahboula. Thank God I was stable financially, so
at least I didn’t run out of money. But for months we
were stuck in our homes. Every day we saw the
sorry condition of the people - there were queues
in several areas for food. Those are the things I can-
not forget living under the lockdown,” Hassan said. 

His ‘Mahboula Survivor’ t-shirt went viral on so-
cial media in Kuwait recently when he posted it on
online on Amazon. Within 24 hours, he sold around
100 t-shirts. Ali works in the human resources de-

partment of a technology solution provider in
Kuwait (he did not want his company to be named).
“I have a lot of hobbies online - I am an expert in
social media marketing. I also sell on Amazon - it is
something which lets me earn more money,” he said. 

“I design t-shirts to sell on Amazon US, UK and
Germany, and am also working with other POD
(print on demand) websites to create t-shirts. I love
to work with Adobe (Photoshop, Illustrator, Pre-
miere and After Effects). I also have a background
in video editing and motion graphics,” said Hassan.
He has also started a YouTube channel where he
showcases his ideas and skills. 

“When I made the Mahboula, Jleeb and Far-
waniya Survivor t-shirt designs, I was sitting on
our sofa bed - it was a lovely day and I was trying
to create something just for fun and to pass the
time,” he said. “Remember, I left Kuwait only on
June 29, and everything that happened to me in
Kuwait and particularly Mahboula is yet fresh on
my mind. The lifting of the lockdown was an-

nounced when I was in Kyrgyzstan, but I consider
myself a Mahboula survivor too because the lock-
down started on April 6.”

Hassan said he did not expect his t-shirt design
would go viral. “I didn’t expect my t-shirts would
sell in Kuwait. I know there isn’t a culture of buying
from Amazon among expats and Kuwaitis, but the
post went viral and people have been sharing it,”
he told Kuwait Times. He said he only contributed

the design and Amazon is in charge of printing,
selling and shipping the t-shirts. “I only get a per-
centage of the sales. As of now, I have sold around
100 t-shirts,” he added. 

Hassan encountered no problems when going
to the airport for his flight to Kyrgyzstan. “Because
it was a prearranged flight by the embassy and I
had a ticket, I didn’t face any difficulties getting out
of Mahboula,” he said. “When the Kyrgyz Embassy
announced a chartered flight, my wife coordinated
with me immediately and we managed to arrange
the ticket for the special flight. I am here now, but
I’m very connected to Kuwait, where I lived for 11
years,” he said. “I came to Kuwait in 2010. I still want
to come back when everything is okay and there’s
no longer a threat of the coronavirus. I still want to
live in the same area where I lived before. I am very
happy to be with my family in Kyrgyzstan, but I con-
sider Kuwait, especially Mahboula, to be my second
home,” said Hassan, who spoke to Kuwait Times
through a messenger app. 

Creativity in adversity
Expat designs t-shirts to highlight experience of life under lockdown

Moustafa Ali Hassan
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Evangelical Church  
opens, Holy Family  
Cathedral still shut 

 
By Ben Garcia  
 
KUWAIT: The National Evangelical Church in Kuwait 
(NECK) has been granted permission to reopen but with 
20 percent capacity on weekdays. According to Jacklein 
Hannah, a church official, NECK requested permission to 
operate from the ministries of awqaf and health. “We were 
permitted to reopen and accept worshipers from today 
(Thursday), but not on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. 
Meaning we can accept worshippers only on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,” she said.  

The National Evangelical Church in Kuwait has a num-
ber of worship halls and several congregations of various 
nationalities use them. “Our huge halls which can accom-
modate around 300 worshippers will only be allowed to 
host not more than 60 people; most of the other halls are 
smaller, so a maximum of 25 worshippers are allowed,” 
she said. “Thank God, we are slowly getting back to nor-
mal and we thank the ministry for allowing us to worship 
again,” she added. 

Meanwhile, the Holy Family Cathedral in Kuwait City 
is still closed. “Until now we do not have any new advice 
from the ministry, so our church will remain closed until 
further notice,” said a woman who answered Kuwait 
Times’ inquiry through a phone number posted at the gate 
in Kuwait City yesterday. Like other places of worship and 
government and private institutions, churches in Kuwait 
were closed in March to stop the spread of the coron-
avirus in Kuwait.  

National Evangelical Church in Kuwait 

Holy Family Cathedral 

By Abdellatif Sharaa

local@kuwaittimes.com

Let me start by saying that coronavirus will one day 
be defeated and it is a matter of time - this is for sure, 
and I hope that it will be sooner than later. COVID-

19 is no doubt a disease that must be given its due respect, 
because of its extreme danger and its ability to elude all the 
ammunition thrown at it by experts.  

Coronavirus was able to fend off one existing medicine 
after another from what is already available, even those 
used to treat AIDS! Experts had said the virus crawls on 
surfaces and the ground because it is heavier and rides 
with the mist resulting from the sneezing or coughing by 
carriers of the virus, only for those same experts to come 
around and say wait a minute - it seems that we missed 
something as the virus can be airborne and can cause in-
fection in that state. 

Oh my God! We thought that we can play around with 
this blend of RNA strands that in order to become viable, 
need to invade a cell - and not any cell; just those in the res-
piratory system and the lungs in particular. It is good that 
those specialists and scientists are working hard and are 
discovering more characteristics about this virus and warn-
ing us along the way against what it may do, so we can set 
our defenses against its attack. 

Please do not misunderstand me. We are still in need of 
following every health instruction given to us, besides doing 
what our common sense calls for. Yes, we still need masks, 
we still need sanitizers, we still need social distancing, we 
still need to stay home when there is no absolute need to 
go out - all these precautions and more. 

It is a good idea for everyone to carry sanitizers on them 
(there are pocket-sized bottles in the market) to sterilize 
our hands whenever we touch a surface or button, like in 
elevators , because many people use and touch the same 
and the risk of infection is there.  

You may be wearing gloves, but those are to keep your 
hands away from the virus, which will hang on the outside 
of the gloves. Here we must be very careful not to touch any 
part of our face while wearing the gloves and we should al-
ways remember that the gloves may collect all types of 
germs and contaminants - so let us be very careful. I hope 
that experts can find a remedy, a vaccine, or anything that 
protects us against this crowned beast - corona - so that 
we can live in peace once again. 

Final word: “A river cuts through rock, not because of its 
power, but because of its persistence.”- Anonymous 

Evolving threat 

Yes, we still 
need masks, 
we still need 
sanitizers

Photo of the Day

A butcher wearing a mask cuts meat at his shop in Souq Mubarakiya. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat 
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By B Izzak

KUWAIT: The National Assembly’s
legal and legislative committee yester-
day said a draft law calling to replace
all expat employees in government jobs
is in line with the constitution and sent
it to the concerned committee for fur-
ther discussion. The bill is part of a se-
ries of draft laws proposed by MPs to
reduce the number of expats in the
country, who form 70 percent of
Kuwait’s population of 4.8 million. The
Assembly is still awaiting the govern-
ment’s opinion on the issue and what
the interior minister has described as
amendments to the residency law to re-
duce the number of expats.

Meanwhile, the Assembly will hold a
special session next week to discuss sev-

eral issues including debating a grilling
against the finance minister, Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem said yesterday.
Opposition MP Riyadh Al-Adasani had
filed to grill Finance Minister Barrak Al-
Sheetan for the second time in a few
weeks over allegations that he proposed
unpopular fiscal measures to the govern-
ment and failed to perform his duties
against corruption.

Adasani continued his campaign
against the minister yesterday, saying
that Sheetan has presented a series of
proposals to the government with the
aim to raise non-oil revenues at the ex-
pense of Kuwaiti citizens. He also ac-
cused the minister of not filing adequate
documents over a number of major cor-
ruption cases, particularly the alleged in-
volvement of senior Kuwaiti

personalities in the global scam of the
Malaysian sovereign wealth fund.

Local media reported that the public
prosecution interrogated the elder son
of a former senior politician over al-
leged links to the Malaysian fund. The
suspect had denied allegations that he
facilitated the transfer of funds linked to
the main suspect in the Malaysian sov-
ereign wealth fund scandal, and ex-
pressed his readiness to be interrogated
by authorities.

The public prosecution has been ac-
tively pursuing a number of major cor-
ruption cases that involve hundreds of
suspected visa traders, including the
case of a Bangladeshi MP detained in
Kuwait who is suspected of giving bribes
to some MPs, senior government officials
and others.

Panel clears bill to replace 
expatriates in govt jobs

Assembly to hold special session next week

Advance online 
booking needed 
for accreditation 
KUWAIT: The foreign ministry announced people seeking
to process their transactions and get documents accredited
at the consular department can do so with advance appoint-
ment booking on the ministry website. This was announced
by assistant foreign minister for consular affairs, plenipoten-
tiary minister Sami Al-Hamad, in a statement. Due to the cur-
rent circumstances emanating from the coronavirus
pandemic, this kind of work is restricted to the main building
in Shuwaikh. Citizens and residents seeking accreditations
can do so by booking on the ministry website in advance
before arriving at the building.  — KUNA 
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NABLUS, Palestinian Territories: A Palestinian medical team transports the body of person who died of the COVID-19 disease from the military hospital in the West Bank city of
Nablus yesterday. —AFP

MELBOURNE: Millions in Australia’s second-biggest city
went into lockdown yesterday to battle another coronavirus
outbreak, as spikes across the world added to the devastation
already wrought by the pandemic. The number of infections
and deaths has risen relentlessly in many of the world’s biggest
nations, with the United States crossing three million con-
firmed cases.

In Melbourne, five million people began a new lockdown
just weeks after earlier restrictions ended as Australia battles
a COVID-19 resurgence, with residents bracing for the emo-
tional and economic costs. “The idea of not being able to see
people that you love and care for is really distressing, really
distressing,” said a tearful Melbourne resident, Monica Mar-
shall, whose 91-year-old mother recently entered a care home.
“I hope that people have got the message that they really need
to take notice-it’s very disconcerting watching some people
on the news where they really don’t care.”

With no vaccine or effective treatment available, experts
have warned that social distancing is necessary to contain the
virus-despite opposition in many parts of the world due to
economic costs and misinformation. Shoppers in Victoria
state-of which Melbourne is the capital-stripped shelves bare
on Wednesday before the lockdown began, and the country’s

largest supermarket chain said it had reimposed buying limits
on items including pasta, vegetables and sugar. Across the
world in Europe, where many nations have successfully sup-
pressed their outbreaks, the French government said it re-
mained on alert for a possible surge in cases too.

‘I’m kind of scared’ 
The coronavirus is known to have infected nearly 12 million

people, with deaths approaching 550,000 and the global
economy suffering a catastrophic downturn. The United States
remains the worst-hit nation, with confirmed cases topping
three million, but President Donald Trump remains keen for the
economy to restart despite warnings about the dangers of re-
opening too soon. He has even faced off with his own govern-
ment’s experts, lashing out at the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention for issuing school reopening guidelines that he
complained were too restrictive.

Local officials in many parts of the country are scrambling
to contain the virus with the US reporting tens of thousands
of cases a day. Several American cities and states have been
forced to roll back their reopening measures. The Trump ad-
ministration has set off alarm bells among foreign students at
American universities, saying they cannot stay in the United

States if their entire courses are forced online because of the
pandemic. “I’m kind of scared... I don’t have anyone to take
care of me if I get ill,” said an Indian graduate student in Texas,
who asked not to be named.

Chaos in Belgrade 
Some of the world’s most populous nations including India,

Pakistan and Brazil are still reeling from their first outbreaks.
In other parts, where there had been some success against the
virus, citizens have chafed under renewed restrictions to
counter fresh waves of disease. Many have accused their gov-
ernments of mismanaging COVID-19 responses, and Serbia
saw anger spill over into street unrest.

Its capital Belgrade was hit by clashes for a second night
as police skirmished with outraged demonstrators. Clouds of
tear gas and smoke filled the city centre in chaotic scenes that
mirrored violence the night before, when thousands came out
to protest the return of a round-the-clock weekend lockdown.
Critics have accused the powerful president of inviting a sec-
ond wave of coronavirus infections by rapidly lifting the initial
lockdown. “The government only seeks to protect its own in-
terests,” said 53-year-old Jelina Jankovic at the rally. “The
people are collateral damage.” —AFP

Millions under new Australia lockdown

Global coronavirus cases soar
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Native Americans, 
Polynesians shared 
DNA 800 years ago
PARIS: Native Americans and Polynesians bridged vast expanses
of open ocean around the year 1200 and mingled, leaving incon-
trovertible proof of their encounter in the DNA of present-day
populations, scientists revealed Wednesday. Whether peoples
from what is today Colombia or Ecuador drifted thousands of
kilometers to tiny islands in the middle of the Pacific, or whether
seafaring Polynesians sailed upwind to South America and then
back again is still unknown. But what is certain, according to a
study in Nature, is that the hook up took place hundreds of years
before Europeans set foot in either region, and left individuals
scattered across French Polynesia with signature traces of the
New World in their DNA.

“These findings change our understanding of one of the most
unknown chapters in the history of our species’ great continental
expansions,” senior author Andreas Moreno-Estrada, principal
investigator at Mexico’s National Laboratory of Genomics for
biodiversity, told AFP. Archeologists and historians have tussled
for decades over whether Oceana islanders and native Americans
crossed paths during the Middle Ages, and how, if they did, that
contact might have unfolded.

In 1947, Norwegian explorer and writer Thor Heyerdahl went
so far as to build a primitive raft - which he called Kon-Tiki, after
an Inca god - and sailed from Peru nearly 7,000 kilometers for
101 days before crashing into Tuamotus in French Polynesia. As it
turns out, that is one of the islands where snippets of New World
DNA showed up. Heyerdahl was convinced that people from Peru
had populated the remote Pacific islands, and wanted to show it
was possible. But he only got it half-right, it seems.

“It is more likely that Polynesians reached the Americas, given
their voyaging technology and demonstrated ability to cross thou-
sands of miles of open ocean,” lead author Alexander Ioannidis, a
postdoctoral researcher at Stanford University said. Travelling in
outrigger canoes, Polynesians established settlements across a
vast area inside a triangle formed by the Hawaiian Islands, Easter
Island and New Zealand. Up to now, probably the most com-
pelling evidence that pre-American and Polynesian cultures in-
tersected was the sweet potato. “It is native to the Americas, yet
it was also on islands thousands of miles away before European
contact,” Ioannidis said. 

Moreover, Polynesian words for the yellowish tuber are similar
to those in indigenous American languages in the Andes. But
sceptics pointed out that sweet potatoes shoots might have made
it half-way across the Pacific on their own, on a piece of drift-
wood, for example. To look for possible points of convergence,
researchers collected genetic data from 15 native American
groups along the Pacific coast of South and Central America, and
from 17 Polynesian islands - more than 800 individuals in all. “We
looked for long sequences of DNA with exactly the same code,”
said Ioannidis. — AFP

Hezbollah-linked tycoon
returns after US release
BEIRUT:  A Lebanese businessman jailed in the United
States over allegations of funding Shiite movement Hezbollah
arrived back in Beirut Wednesday, his family said, after he
was granted early release from prison due to poor health.
Kassim Tajideen, 64, had been extradited to the United States
after he was designated as a financier of Hezbollah, a key
Lebanese political player that Washington has listed as a
“terrorist organization”. In late May, a US judge granted an
emergency request for compassionate release on the
grounds that Tajideen’s age and “serious health conditions”
made him vulnerable to the novel coronavirus in prison.

His family in a statement welcomed “his return to Beirut
after a painful absence of over three years in prison in the
United States”. It said his return, which was also reported by
the National News Agency, had been delayed “until a plane
was provided to transport him and other Lebanese citizens
from the United States to Lebanon”. Tajideen’s release has
stirred speculation it was a US response to Lebanon’s release
in March of Amer al-Fakhoury, a naturalized US citizen and
former member of a pro-Israel militia accused of torture as
a prison warden. — AFP

CAIRO: As Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan struggle
to resolve a long-running dispute over Addis
Ababa’s mega-dam project on the Nile, some of
their citizens are sparring online over their rights
to the mighty waterway. For nearly a decade,
multiple rounds of talks between Cairo, Addis
Ababa and Khartoum have failed to produce a
deal over the filling and operation of the Grand
Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD).

Anxiety has mounted in downstream Sudan
and Egypt, which fear for their vital water sup-
plies after upstream Ethiopia declared plans to
start filling Africa’s largest dam reservoir in July.
As tensions have run high in the political arena,
they have also amped up online. In one widely
viewed video originally shared on TikTok, an
Ethiopian woman pours water from a pitcher into
two cups representing Egypt and Sudan. She fills
Sudan’s cup to the brim but only pours a trickle
of water into Egypt’s, before emptying the water
back into the pitcher. “This is my water. When I
give you water, it’s my call, not yours,” she says.

In response, an Egyptian woman created a
compilation of the video and one of her own in
which she knocks down a dam-shaped block
structure with the Ethiopian flag superimposed
on it before triumphantly downing a cup of water.
The video had been viewed more than 55,000
times on Instagram by Wednesday. Social media
“platforms are powerful,” said Wubalem Fekade,
communications head at the intergovernmental
ENTRO-Nile Basin Initiative. “People on the so-
cial media platforms aren’t accountable, so it’s
easy to disseminate unverified, incorrect, false,
even conspiracy theories,” he said. But, he added
hopefully, “when used creatively and judiciously,
they can help defuse tensions”.

‘Psychological war’
The online row over the dam has been par-

ticularly heated between Egyptian and Ethiopian
social media users. Egypt has long enjoyed the
lion’s share of the Nile water under decades-old
agreements that were largely viewed by other
Nile basin countries as unfair. On Twitter, Egyp-
tians echoed authorities’ fears that Ethiopia’s
dam would severely cut their country’s supply of
water from the Nile, which provides 97 percent
of the arid nation’s water needs. 

“We will never allow any country to starve
us” of water, Egyptian billionaire Naguib Sawiris
wrote on Twitter. “If Ethiopia doesn’t come to
reason, we, the Egyptian people will be the first
to call for war,” he threatened. Egyptian car-
toonist Ahmed Diab has weighed in with a draw-
ing of an outsized Egyptian soldier, rifle slung
over his shoulder, facing a diminutive Ethiopian
man with the dam in the background.

“You idiot, try to understand that I care for
you... ever heard about the Bar Lev Line?” the
soldier tells the Ethiopian, alluding to Egypt’s
military strength in referring to the Egyptian de-
struction of an Israeli defence line along the
Suez canal in 1973. Diab called the cartoon part
of a “psychological war”. “Besides a show of mil-
itary might and strong media discourse, arts can
boost people’s morale,” he said. For their part,
Ethiopians have rallied behind their country’s
mega project, set to become Africa’s largest hy-
droelectric installation.

On social media, they have rejected any con-
ditions of reaching a deal before filling the dam.
Filling the dam should not be held “hostage” to
an agreement with Cairo, Ethiopian activist
Jawar Mohamed wrote on Twitter.  “If agree-
ment is reached before the filling begins in the
coming days, it’s great. If not, the filling should
begin and the negotiation shall continue,” he
said. Ethiopia, one of Africa’s fastest growing

economies, insists the dam will not affect the on-
ward flow of water and sees the project as in-
dispensible for its national development and
electrification. 

‘Healthy discussions’ 
Khartoum hopes the dam will help regulate

flooding, but in June it warned that millions of
lives will be at “great risk” if Ethiopia unilaterally
fills the dam. In a letter to the United Nations Se-
curity Council, Sudan raised concerns that water
discharged from the GERD could “compromise
the safety” of its own Roseires Dam by over-
whelming it and causing flooding. Omar Dafallah,

a Sudanese artist, depicted Ethiopian Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed overseeing the water flow-
ing from the dam through a faucet to fill a jug
held by Sudan’s Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok. 

The drawing also shows Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi with a large water container,
waiting in line. Last month, Egypt also appealed
to the UNSC to intervene in the crisis-a move
Sisi said underlined his country’s committment
to a political solution. Egyptian lawmaker Mo-
hamed Fouad views the online debate as a way
to “break the stalemate” in the diplomatic talks,
“so long as they remain within the boundaries of
healthy discussions”. — AFP 

Nile dam dispute spills 
onto the social media 

GUBA, Ethiopia: Photo captured a general view of the Blue Nile river as it passes through the
Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD), near Guba in Ethiopia. — AFP 

Citizens sparring online over rights to the mighty waterway
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NEW YORK: Pakistani student Taimoor Ahmed
is one of hundreds of thousands of foreigners
enrolled in American universities now fearing for
their future after Donald Trump’s administration
threatened to revoke their visas. The US Immi-
gration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) an-
nounced this week that foreign students whose
entire courses have moved online because of the
coronavirus pandemic must return to their home
country. “I might be affected if they don’t offer
any sort of in-person class,” said Taimoor
Ahmed, an information technology student at
Cal State University in Los Angeles. “I’m con-
cerned. This can potentially change my future
and plans,” the 25-year-old told AFP.

Harvard and MIT launched a lawsuit
Wednesday, asking the court to revoke the order
that Harvard President Lawrence Bacow said
had thrown higher education in the US “into
chaos.” But the action has done little to alleviate
the worries of foreign students, of which there
were more than one million in the United States
in 2019, a doubling in 20 years, according to the
Institute of International Education (IEE). “I’m
kind of scared actually,” said an Indian graduate
student at a major Texas university, who asked
not to be named.

He planned to continue with online classes in
the fall but is now obliged to return to the cam-

pus - in a state where COVID-19 cases are soar-
ing - or face deportation. “I’m talking to a lot of
people that are really scared, (they are) alone in
a different country. “I don’t have anyone to take
care of me if I get ill. The cost of the medical
treatment in the US is far, far more than the
country which I come from,” the 25-year-old
added. The students see themselves as collateral
damage in Trump’s aggressive push to force uni-
versities and schools to reopen fully in Septem-
ber amid his reelection campaign.

An Indian graduate studying electrical engi-
neering at one of the top universities in Arizona,
where the virus is also surging, fears having to
risk her health to continue her research and tu-
toring of younger students. “The rule is really,
really cruel,” she told AFP.  More than 4,000 for-
eign students attend California’s public univer-
sities, and another nearly 5,000 at Harvard in
Massachusetts, establishments that plan to offer
online-only education this fall. Some 84 percent
of universities are planning to offer a hybrid sys-
tem of in-person and online classes, according
to the Chronicle of Higher Education website,
which would save students from deportation.

‘Unfair’
Many students fear a resurgence of the pan-

demic later this year, though, which could see all

classes moved online, forcing them to leave the
country. “I think it’s really hard to control the
spread of the virus in such a densely populated
campus,” said the Arizona student, who asked
not to be named.

“It just seems really unfair to me that the
virus getting bad would be something that inter-
national students, who didn’t necessarily have
any part to play in spreading the virus, would
have to suffer from,” she added. She says she will

live in a “permanent state of anxiety” until her
work and thesis defense ends in November. “If
my visa gets invalidated, I have invested three
years of my life of hard work to earn this degree,
so it would be so bad.” Students are not the only
ones concerned: the universities themselves are
worried that Trump’s immigration policies are
making their institutions less attractive.  They
fear losing foreign students to cheaper colleges
in Europe. — AFP

Students fear deportation 
over Trump’s visa threat

Can Trump keep his 
finances secret? Court 
to rule on cases
WASHINGTON: Can Donald Trump refuse to hand over his
financial records to Congress and New York prosecutors
simply because he is president of the United States? The
Supreme Court will rule Thursday on two related cases to
answer this, with potentially widespread political implica-
tions. The decision by the nine justices could lift the veil on
Trump’s finances ahead of the November 3 election. Unlike
all of his predecessors since Richard Nixon in the 1970s,
New York real estate mogul Trump refused to release his tax
returns, despite promising to do so during his 2016 White
House campaign.

Trump made his fortune a key component of that cam-
paign, and his lack of transparency raises questions about
his true worth and possible conflicts of interest. Congres-
sional investigations have raised questions about whether
Trump has sensitive financial exposure to Russia, and also
whether he has used questionable accounting loopholes to
avoid paying taxes in the 1990s and 2000s. Attorneys for
Trump claim the president enjoys total immunity during his
time in office, and that this is necessary so he can concen-
trate on his work without being “harassed” by prosecutors
or lawmakers.

During the proceedings, one of the attorneys even argued
that the president could shoot someone on 5th Avenue in
New York and not be prosecuted until he left office — echo-

ing a Trump 2016 campaign boast claiming that he would not
lose any voters if he committed such a crime. The cases
could have long-term implications for the ability of lawmak-
ers to scrutinize presidents, as well as test the claim by
Trump’s attorneys that a president is immune from criminal
investigation while in office.

Stormy problems 
One of the cases before the Supreme Court relates to an

investigation opened by the state of New York, and poses the
specific question of the president’s immunity from prosecu-
tion. In April 2019, New York District Attorney Cyrus Vance,
a Democrat, asked accounting firm Mazars - Trump’s long-
time accounting firm - to provide him with eight years of the
president’s financial records (2011 to 2018) in order to shed
light on an alleged “hush money” payment made to porn ac-
tress and former Playboy model Stormy Daniels. Such an un-
reported payment, made to obtain the silence of Daniels over
an alleged affair with the billionaire Republican, would be a
violation of state laws covering campaign finances.

Separately, two committees from the House of Represen-
tatives - under Democratic control - are seeking access to
an array of financial documents from the same period in in-
junctions sent to Mazars as well as to Deutsche Bank and
Capital One bank. This second case raises issues over the
balance between the executive and legislative branches of
government. Claiming to be the victim of a “witch hunt,”
Trump has opposed all of these requests but has lost each
case at first instance and on appeal. Now the Supreme
Court, which has a majority of conservative justices includ-
ing two appointed by Trump, will have the last word. At the
hearing, which took place in May via telephone because of
the novel coronavirus pandemic, the justices looked at each
case differently. — AFP

Trump threatens to revoke foreign students’ visas

Trump ‘bullying’ blamed 
as key impeachment 
witness quits army
WASHINGTON: Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Vindman, who pro-
vided damning impeachment evidence against President Donald
Trump, retired from the US Army on Wednesday after being sub-
jected to a campaign of “bullying, intimidation and retaliation,” his
attorney said. Vindman, 45, was fired from his position on the Na-
tional Security Council at the White House in February, two days
after Trump was acquitted by the Republican-majority Senate. He
was up for promotion to full colonel, but his attorney, David Press-
man, said in a statement that would clearly not be forthcoming. Vin-
dman is “retiring today after it has been made clear that his future
within the institution he has dutifully served will forever be limited,”
Pressman said.  

“LTC Vindman’s patriotism has cost him his career,” he said.
“Through a campaign of bullying, intimidation, and retaliation, the
president of the United States attempted to force LTC Vindman to
choose: Between adhering to the law or pleasing a President. Between
honoring his oath or protecting his career. “These are choices that no
one in the United States should confront, especially one who has ded-
icated his life to serving it,” Pressman said. Speaker of the House
Nancy Pelosi, a Democrat, tweeted her support for Vindman. “The
President’s vindictiveness can’t erase the truth: history will remember
Lt. Col. Vindman as an American patriot, who proved his heroism both
on the battlefield when he earned a Purple Heart & in the House im-
peachment trial when he spoke truth to power,” she wrote. — AFP

LOS ANGELES: This photo illustration shows a visa stamp on a foreign passport in Los Angeles
on June 6, 2020. The United States said July 6 it would not allow foreign students to remain in
the country if all of their classes are moved online in the fall over the coronavirus crisis. — AFP
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Coronavirus stalks cells of 
Cameroon’s crowded jails

Overcrowding and poor sanitation leave inmates vulnerable
DAKAR: On the morning of April 24, Fritz Takang be-
came so breathless he could barely walk across the
cramped cell he shared with 60 inmates at the main
prison in Cameroon’s capital, Yaounde. That night, he
said, he was evacuated with five others to an apart-
ment complex that was being used to quarantine sus-
pected COVID-19 cases. Near dawn the following
morning, Takang, 48, heard a fellow inmate in distress
in a neighboring room. With no doctors present, he
said, he went to the man’s bedside and laid a hand on
his feverish forehead. Moments later, the man died.
“I prayed for him before the last breath,” Takang, a
pastor, said. “I asked God to soften his pain.”

Correctional facilities worldwide have been fertile
ground for COVID-19, the disease caused by the
new coronavirus. Africa’s prison population of more
than one million is especially vulnerable because of
overcrowding, malnutrition and limited healthcare,
health experts say. Patchy testing and reporting have
frustrated efforts to track and contain its spread -
both behind bars and in the community. Authorities
in Togo, Democratic Republic of Congo, South Africa
and Kenya have reported outbreaks in their prisons.

Cameroon’s government has not publicly ac-
knowledged infections inside its correctional facili-
ties, although President Paul Biya signed a decree on
April 15 to de-congest prisons in an effort to contain
the virus. About 1,800 inmates were freed by May 8,

according to preliminary figures from the Office of
the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. The
government has not provided numbers. Hundreds of
cases of COVID-19 were recorded among the in-
mates released from five prisons dotted across
Cameroon’s central region in April, according to gov-
ernment data seen by Reuters which has not been
made public.

Some were allowed home before their test results
came in, while others were released with little or no
screening to determine if they could be at risk of
spreading the virus into the community. Yaounde
Central Prison, where Takang is held, was the worst
hit, according to the data. The prison did not reply to
requests for comment. Behind its mouldy walls, the
virus appears to have swept through packed, squalid
cells, overwhelming its ill-equipped infirmary, ac-
cording to interviews with over a dozen current and
former inmates, four prison officials and two lawyers.

Some asked not to be identified for fear of
reprisals. Prisoners are not officially allowed to pos-
sess phones, but many do. More than 31 inmates have
died there since the beginning of April, compared
with the usual one or two a month, a senior prison
official told Reuters, adding that none were tested for
COVID-19. A Cameroon health ministry spokesman
declined to comment, as did officials at the prison au-
thority and a leading official in the coronavirus re-

sponse. The justice and communications ministries
did not respond to questions sent via Whatsapp,
email and in person.

Two sources present at recent health ministry
briefings that were not open to the press said the
government has made efforts to stem the spread of
the virus in prisons, often struggling with limited re-
sources and manpower. “I am sure a thousand people
are infected,” Takang said in a croaky voice from an
isolation bed at the Cameroonian Presbyterian
Church Hospital in Yaounde, where he was taken on
April 25. “You cannot leave your room without pass-
ing a hundred people. It is a horror.”

‘Ticking time bomb’
The inmate population exceeds prison capacity

in 42 of the 47 African countries and territories where
data is available, according to the World Prison Brief,
a database compiled by the Institute for Crime and
Justice Policy Research (ICPR) at Birkbeck, Univer-
sity of London. In Europe, prisons are over-full in 17
of 57 countries and territories.  “This is a ticking time
bomb. Prisons in Africa are already struggling to pro-
vide the most elementary standards of sanitation,”
said Catherine Heard, director of the World Prison
Research Program at ICPR. 

Cameroon has around 15,000 confirmed cases of
COVID-19, one of the worst infection rates in sub-

Saharan Africa, with more than 350 deaths. Of 832
samples collected from inmates released from five
prisons in April, 358 tested positive for COVID-19,
according to the unpublished government data -
16% of the national total at the beginning of May.

The majority of positive samples came from
Yaounde Central Prison, Cameroon’s largest, where
the infection rate of those released and tested was
58%. Its population is still around 3,000, three times
capacity, said the senior prison official. Many who
tested positive were quarantined. But dozens were
allowed home before their results came back or with-
out being tested, according to three prisoners re-
leased in April and May, and a guard who oversaw
releases. “I signed my release papers; they opened
the gates and let us out,” said one inmate who said
he was freed on May 22 with 15 others without test-
ing. Others fled quarantine, the guard said. He could
not say how many.

Crammed cells
Takang spent two weeks in hospital before re-

turning to prison. A vocal supporter of Cameroon’s
Anglophone separatist movement, he has been
confined there for over a year on charges of spon-
soring terrorism, which he denies. His trial is on-
going. His test result for COVID-19, seen by
Reuters, was negative. —Reuters

WASHINGTON: George Floyd said he couldn’t breathe more than 20
times, called out for his children and late mother and said officers
would “kill” him before he died in Minneapolis police custody, new
evidence showed. Floyd, a black man, died on May 25 when a white
police officer knelt on his neck for nearly nine minutes. His death has
unleashed a massive wave of protests against systemic racism and po-
lice brutality in the United States and inspired demos across the world.

Video of his death went viral and showed Floyd shouting “I can’t
breathe” and calling for his mother as he suffocated. But transcripts
of the police officers’ body camera footage, filed Tuesday in Minnesota
state court by Thomas Lane, one of the officers involved in Floyd’s
death, has revealed new details about his final moments. When the of-
ficers first arrested him, Floyd begged them not to put him in the police
car, telling them he was claustrophobic and in physical distress.

As they tried to force him into the car, Floyd cried out that he
couldn’t breathe and was “going to die in here.” Later, according to
the transcript, he said, “Momma, I love you. Tell my kids I love them.
I’m dead.” He called for his mother and children several more times.
Throughout his arrest, Floyd said “I can’t breathe” more than 20 times.
The officers can be heard telling him to “relax,” and that he was doing
“fine” and “talking fine.” At one point, as Floyd insisted they were
going to kill him, officer Derek Chauvin shouted, “Then stop talking,
stop yelling, it takes a heck of a lot of oxygen to talk.”

According to the transcript, Floyd’s last words were, “They’re
going to kill me. They’re going to kill me. I can’t breathe.” The tran-
script was submitted Tuesday by Lane to have the charges that he
aided and abetted in Floyd’s murder thrown out by a judge. He and
the other three officers involved - Chauvin, Tou Thao and Alexander
Kueng - were all fired from the Minneapolis police force one day after
Floyd’s death and charged in his murder. They each face up to 40 years
behind bars.

Chauvin, who knelt on the handcuffed 46-year-old’s neck, faces
second and third-degree murder charges. Thao and Kueng, like Lane,
have been charged with aiding and abetting a murder. The bystander
video of Floyd’s death stunned and horrified Americans, igniting
protests and riots in cities across the country and sparking a national
debate on racism and police violence. —AFP 

George Floyd said 
officers would ‘kill’ 
him: New recording 

ST ANTHONY: Demonstrators hold up banners bearing the likenesses of
Philando Castile and George Floyd during a protest march in St Anthony,
Minnesota. —AFP 

WASHINGTON: A viral video showing a black teen losing conscious-
ness while being choked by staff members of a juvenile delinquency
center sparked outrage Wednesday, as anti-racism protests continue
to rage across the United States. Cornelius Fredericks, 16, died May 1,
two days after being pinned to the ground by staff at Lakeside Acad-
emy - a residential treatment for young adults in Kalamazoo, Michigan
- for having thrown a sandwich at another boy in the cafeteria. In the
video, captured by surveillance cameras, Fredericks throws the sand-
wich and then is thrown to the ground by several men, who use their
weight to subdue him. After 10 minutes, Fredericks appears uncon-
scious. Staff members attempted CPR before calling for medical help.

His death recalls that of George Floyd, an unarmed black man killed
by a white Minneapolis police officer on May 25 during an arrest that
was filmed and spread on social media. Floyd’s death has unleashed a
massive wave of anger and protests against systemic racism and police
brutality. The “horrific video” of Fredericks’s death reveals a “culture
of fear and abuse” at Lakeside Academy, where “suffocation is a reg-
ular practice... as a form of discipline,” the lawyer for Fredericks’s fam-
ily, Geoffrey Fieger, said Tuesday while making the video public.

Fredericks “was executed on April 29 for the crime of throwing a
sandwich,” Fieger said. The seven staff members who pinned him down
“deprived him of oxygen and his brain suffered irreversible damage.”
Two of instructors and one nurse were charged with involuntary
manslaughter and child abuse. —AFP 

Death of black teen 
in juvenile facility 
sparks outrage
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BELGRADE:  Serbian police fired tear gas at anti-
government protesters after being pelted with
flares and stones on Wednesday as thousands
protested in front of the Belgrade Parliament de-
spite warnings that such gatherings could spread
coronavirus infections. The evening before, vio-
lence erupted when a crowd stormed Parliament in
protest of plans to reimpose a lockdown following
a new spike in COVID-19 cases. Forty-three police
officers and 17 protesters were injured and there
were 23 arrests. Although President Aleksandar
Vucic hinted Wednesday he may back down from
his plan to introduce a weekend lockdown, demon-
strators began gathering in front of the Serbian
Parliament building around 6 pm.

In his address to the nation Wednesday, Vucic
called on people to stop attending anti-government
rallies to avoid a further spread of the coronavirus.
“There are no free beds in our hospitals. We will
open new hospitals,” Vucic said. He accused far-
right groups and unspecified regional “intelligence
officials” of orchestrating riots to “undermine Ser-
bia’s position”. Most of the protesters on Wednes-
day evening wore face masks, blew whistles and
shouted “Vucic leave!” as they faced off with riot
police guarding the Parliament complex. Some

threw stones and flares at police who responded
with volleys of tear gas.

Interior Minister Nebojsa Stefanovic said 10
policemen have been injured. He did not say how
many demonstrators have been hurt. TV footage
showed policemen beating up protesters. Violence
also erupted in the northern town of Novi Sad, Nis
in the south and Kragujevac in central Serbia when
police clashed with anti-government protesters.
Vucic on Wednesday said he had ultimately ad-
vised the government and health authorities not to
introduce a new lockdown in Belgrade. The gov-
ernment will announce a new set of restrictive
measures on Thursday, he said.

Serbia, a country of 7 million, has reported
17,076 COVID-19 cases and 341 deaths. Health au-
thorities say hospitals are running at full capacity
and staff are exhausted. The number of new infec-
tions rose to 357 on Wednesday from 299 on Tues-
day. Critics say the government’s decisions to allow
soccer matches, religious festivities, parties and
private gatherings to resume and parliamentary
elections to go ahead on June 21 are to blame for
the new surge in infections. The government blames
a lack of sanitary discipline among the public, es-
pecially in nightclubs. —Reuters

Thousands protest against Serbia 
leader despite virus warning risks

Anger over pending return of COVID-19 restrictions

BELGRADE: Protesters clash with police in Belgrade as violence erupts against a weekend curfew announced
to combat a resurgence of COVID-19 infections. —AFP 

Texas resumes executions 
after 5-month virus break
HOUSTON: The US state of Texas on Wednesday executed an in-
mate convicted of murdering an elderly man during a 1993 rob-
bery-ending a five-month halt to executions due to the coronavirus
crisis. Billy Joe Wardlow, 45, was pronounced dead at 6:52 pm local
time (23H52 GMT) after being given a lethal injection at the peni-
tentiary in Huntsville, prison officials said. 

His attorneys had filed an 11th-hour appeal with the US
Supreme Court, but it was denied. With the help of his girlfriend at
the time, Wardlow held up an elderly man, Carl Cole, in a bid to
steal the man’s truck. The 82-year-old Cole fought back, and Ward-
low, then 18, shot him in the head. The fugitive couple tried to flee
Texas for Montana, but were caught in South Dakota after a 15-
hour drive from the small Texas town where the crime occurred.

In the Lone Star State, jurors on capital cases are required to
establish if the accused would pose a future danger before handing
down a death sentence. Wardlow’s attorney, Richard Burr, had ar-
gued that his client was too young for that determination to be
made with any “scientific certainty,” and had filed for a stay of ex-
ecution. Burr said research had shown that “because of continuing
brain development until sometime in our early 20s, the neurological
basis for a person’s character, and hence his or her character, is not
fully formed prior to the age of 21.”

A 2005 decision by the US high court abolished capital pun-
ishment for those who committed murder at the age of 17 or
younger. Wardlow’s attorneys had argued that there is no dis-
cernible neurological difference between a 17-year-old and an 18-
year-old, but to no avail. —AFP

Domestic workers 
‘will miss’ TikTok
HONG KONG: TikTok’s exit from Hong Kong was met with
a shrug among many locals who distrust the Chinese social
media platform, but the app had been embraced by many
foreign domestic workers as a way to creatively escape the
drudgery of their toil. The globally popular video-sharing
app was used by many of the city’s 370,000 foreign helpers,
as they are commonly known in the finance hub. In between
cooking, cleaning and childcare duties in Hong Kong’s
cramped family homes they filmed creative, witty and some-
times scathing insights into their daily lives. 

But this week TikTok, owned by China’s ByteDance, said
it would no longer work in Hong Kong after a new security
law imposed by Beijing gave authorities sweeping powers
to police local users. Joane, a domestic worker from the
Philippines, said she was “a bit sad” to see the app go. “It
also helped me release some stress,” she told AFP. “Being
away from family, financial problems, stress from work” are
among the challenges faced by helpers in the city, she said,
adding that the app’s popularity had taken off since the
coronavirus pandemic meant workers like her were often
stuck at home.

Poorly paid domestic workers, primarily from the Philip-
pines and Indonesia, are the cogs that keep Hong Kong’s
economic engine running, enabling both parents of a family
to hold down full-time jobs in the notoriously expensive city.
Domestic workers must live with their employers in Hong
Kong’s tiny flats, are only entitled to one day off a week and
often grapple with stressful work environments. “When
(your) employer makes you... non-stop do this and do that

and do this and so on,” reads the text in a video Joane
posted in May. “Breathe in, breathe out... And say ‘yes
ma’am, yes sir’.”

Limited traction
So popular is TikTok among women like Joane that the

hashtag #ofwhk - “overseas foreign worker Hong Kong” -
has been viewed nearly 12 million times on the platform.
Local recruitment specialist Mirian Sim said she began
using the app herself to communicate with and recruit mi-
grant workers when she noticed how big its user base had
become. 

“I started using it as a way to bond with our existing
helpers, to spread positive vibes and information for them,”
said Sim, whose agency Garford describes itself as an “eth-
ical employment agency” that specializes in hiring Filipino
helpers.  But enthusiasm for the platform from foreign work-
ers - and teenagers around the world - stands in stark con-
trast to the rest of Hong Kong.  TikTok has gained little
traction in the city, reporting just 150,000 local users last
August.  By comparison, Facebook currently has 5.6 million
local users and Instagram has 2.6 million, according to ana-
lytics company NapoleonCat.

In a city rocked by anti-Beijing sentiment, few trust
ByteDance’s repeated assurances that it does not share any
user information with Chinese authorities. Online forums
used by Hong Kong democracy protesters have long ad-
vised people against downloading it, echoing security fears
raised by the US government. Joane said domestic workers
could ultimately live without the app. “We find TikTok very
entertaining, but I know even if TikTok will be pulled out
of Hong Kong, a lot of Filipino domestic workers can still
manage,” she said.  “We always find ways to entertain our-
selves.” —AFP
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SREBRENICA: Fatima Mujic prays every day for
the husband and three sons killed in the geno-
cide against Bosnian Muslims that unfolded over
several summer days in the town of Srebrenica
25 years ago. But she hesitates each time, think-
ing of her eldest son Refik, who has still not been
found a quarter-century after the massacre. “I
still think he’s alive somewhere. I know about the
others, but when I pray for him my hands start
shaking, I don’t know what to do,” the 75-year-
old widow told AFP. Her loved ones were among
some 8,000 Muslim men and boys who were
killed by Serb forces in the eastern enclave to-
wards the end of Bosnia’s 1992-95 war, an atroc-
ity deemed a genocide by international courts.
Mujic’s husband and two of her sons, whose re-
mains were found in mass graves after the con-
flict, were buried a decade ago in the memorial
centre where more than 6,600 victims of the
victims lie.

Another 237 have been laid to rest at other
sites. But more than 1,000 people have never
been found, an acute source of pain for sur-
vivors. Mujic, who now lives in a village near
Sarajevo, says she “lives for the call” that the re-
mains of Refik have been unearthed. But a
decade has passed since the last of 84 mass
graves was discovered. “Since July 2019, the re-
mains of only 13 victims have been found,” said
Emza Fazlic, spokesperson for the Missing Per-
sons Institute. A lack of new information and
witnesses has hampered the search, she said.

‘Don’t leave me’
Ahead of the commemoration of the 25th an-

niversary of the massacre on Saturday, Mujic re-

calls the last time she saw her children. She was
among thousands of women, children and elderly
who had gathered in front of a UN base outside
of Srebrenica after Serb troops over-ran the
Dutch soldiers who had been protecting the Mus-
lim enclave, deemed a “safe haven” at the time.

Under the command of Bosnian Serb military
leader Ratko Mladic, men and boys were taken
away and summarily killed. Mujic recalls how her
youngest son, 16-year-old Nufik, “hung on to me
and said, ‘Mum, don’t leave me.’” “I stroked his
curly hair and said ‘I won’t leave you’,” she re-
members. “They took him, I followed them. I
don’t know if they hit me, but I don’t remember
anything,” she said. Her two other sons and her
husband tried to flee into the forest but were
captured.

‘Black soil’
Another widow, 71-year-old Mejra Djogaz,

has decided to spend the rest of her days in the
place where her life “stopped”. She lives in a
house a stone’s throw away from the memorial
in Srebrenica, which now lies in a Serb-domi-
nated half of Bosnia, a legacy of ethnic cleansing
during the war that left lasting divides between
Bosnia’s Serb, Muslim and Croat communities.

Every morning, when she goes out to water
the flowers on her patio, she sees thousands of
white gravestones that fan out in straight rows
across the green lawns of the memorial.  Her two
sons Omer and Munib lie there. They were 19
and 21 years old. “I no longer have a reason to
live. I take care of the flowers so I don’t go crazy,
but my flowers are in black soil,” says the woman
whose third son, Zuhdija, who was 20, and her

husband Mustafa, were killed earlier in the war
during a 1992 siege of Srebrenica. “My sons did-
n’t hurt anyone, they didn’t stand in the way of
an ant. I only wonder why they killed my chil-
dren? They were our neighbors,” Djogaz
laments.

‘A beautiful child’ 
Ramiza Gurdic, 67, also wonders about the

men who killed her sons and her husband: “Did
they have children?” Her two children, Mehrudin
and Mustafa, were 17 and 20. Before fleeing into
the forest with their father, the eldest smoked a
cigarette and rolled another one. “Mother, I will
never see you again,” he told her.  “The youngest
didn’t say anything,” adds Gurdic. The remains
of both boys were later found, but only “half of
Mehrudin”. — AFP

Srebrenica widows agonize 
over the dead and missing

Twenty-five years 
ago: Srebrenica 
massacre
SARAJEVO:  Twenty-five years ago, more
than 8,000 Muslim men and boys were mas-
sacred at Srebrenica by Bosnian Serb troops,
in one of the darkest chapters of the break up
of Yugoslavia. The worst massacre in Europe
since World War II, it was classed as genocide
by the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia (ICTY). It marked a turning
point in the war in Bosnia, the most ethnically-
mixed of Yugoslavia’s six republics. Muslims,
Serbs and Croats battled each other from
1992 to 1995, leaving nearly 100,000 people
dead and 2.2 million others displaced. Things
to know about the massacre:

Enclave falls 
Besieged by Bosnian Serb forces from the

beginning of the conflict, the eastern mainly-
Muslim town of 148 square kilometers was
declared a “safe area” by the UN in April
1993. UN peacekeepers were deployed. On
the morning of July 11, 1995, the Bosnian Serb
army of Ratko Mladic finally overran Sre-

brenica, however, causing tens of thousands
of refugees to flee to the Dutch UN peace-
keeping force’s compound at Potocari on the
hilly town’s northern outskirts. The peace-
keepers and about 5,000 refugees, mostly
women and children, retreated into the UN
base, while thousands of others gathered out-
side. The refugees inside the base were even-
tually expelled into the hands of waiting
Bosnian Serb troops, who started forcibly
bussing people out, separating the men and
boys from the women.

Massacre 
In the following days more than 8,000

Muslim men and boys were systematically
butchered by the Bosnian Serb forces under
Mladic’s command and their bodies dumped
in mass graves. Hundreds of men who fled
into the surrounding forests were rounded
up and shot. Most of the mass graves were
later dug up with bulldozers and the bodies
removed to hide the scale of the crime. Wit-
ness accounts quickly emerged, collected by
aid organizations from escapees who re-
counted the atrocities of Mladic’s men. A
total of 51 convictions have been made, 20
for genocide, by international courts and
those in Bosnia and Serbia. The highest-
ranking Bosnian Serb political leader,
Radovan Karadzic, was sentenced to life in
prison on appeal in March 2019. — AFP

Srebrenica:
Three-year 
siege ends in
massacre
SARAJEVO: Srebrenica suffered a three-year-
long siege, culminating in a massacre, which has
come to symbolize the Bosnian Serbs’ policy of
“ethnic cleansing” during the Balkan country’s
1992-1995 war. Key dates:

First fall
Srebrenica, a mainly Muslim town in eastern

Bosnia, falls to Bosnian Serb troops shortly after
the start of the siege of the capital Sarajevo at
the beginning of the war in April 1992. Other
towns in the eastern Drina valley also fall to the
troops, who are helped by paramilitary groups
which have come in from neighboring Serbia.
Driven out under a policy dubbed “ethnic
cleansing”, the Bosnian Muslims retake the en-
clave but at the end of the year it is again tar-
geted by the Serbs, who cut off the road access.

‘Safe area’ 
Between March and April in 1993 some 8,000

people are evacuated from the increasingly em-

battled enclave. Dozens are killed in bombard-
ments by Bosnian Serb forces. On April 16, as the
town comes under fire from tanks and artillery,
the UN Security Council declares Srebrenica a
“safe area”, under the protection of UN and
NATO forces. A ceasefire and demilitarization
accord is signed the next day in Sarajevo under
the auspices of the UN, but it is never respected.
The UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) channels foodstuffs and other neces-
sities into the town, which is now a protected
zone. In May the UN creates five other safe
areas, Sarajevo, Tuzla, Zepa, Gorazde and Bihac.
On March 1, 1994, a contingent of around 450
UN peacekeepers is deployed to the enclave
where the rotation of UN soldiers had previously
been held up. Dutch troops take over from
Canadian peacekeepers.

Final offensive
In early July 1995, the Bosnian Serb forces at-

tack Muslim government positions to the south,
east and north of the enclave. They take control
of the peacekeepers’ positions on the 9th, after
seizing some 30 blue berets. Bosnian Serb tanks
are by then less than two kilometres from the
town. On July 11, NATO carries out airstrikes on
two Serbian tanks on the outskirts of Srebrenica.
However, on the morning of July 11, 1995, the
Bosnian Serb army of Ratko Mladic overruns Sre-
brenica, causing tens of thousands of refugees to
flee to the Dutch force’s compound at Potocari on
the hilly town’s outskirts. — AFP

‘I still think he’s alive somewhere’

POTOCARI: A picture shows tombstones of victims of the massive killing of Srebrenica during
Bosnia’s 1992-95 war, at Potocari memorial center, near Srebrenica. — AFP 
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UNITED NATIONS: UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres said Wednesday that for-
eign interference in the Libya conflict has
reached “unprecedented levels,” with sophis-
ticated equipment and mercenaries involved
in the fighting. Guterres denounced the situ-
ation during a ministers-level UN Security
Council video conference, expressing partic-
ular concern about the military forces mass-
ing around the city of Sirte, halfway between
Tripoli in the west and Benghazi in the east.  

“The conflict has entered a new phase with
foreign interference reaching unprecedented
levels, including in the delivery of sophisti-
cated equipment and the number of merce-
naries involved in the fighting,” he said. Forces
loyal to Libya’s internationally recognized
Government of National Accord (GNA), “with
significant external support, continued their
advance eastward” and are 25 kilometers (15
miles) west of Sirte, Guterres said. GNA units
had tried twice before to seize the city, he
noted. The unity government, with Turkey’s
backing, is battling forces loyal to strongman
Khalifa Haftar, who has support from Egypt,
Russia and the United Arab Emirates.

“We are very concerned about the alarm-
ing military build-up around the city, and the
high-level of direct foreign interference in the
conflict in violation of the UN arms embargo,

UN Security Council resolutions, and com-
mitments made by member states in Berlin” in
January, Guterres said. He did not name any
particular countries. German Foreign Minister
Heiko Maas, whose country holds the rotating
Security Council presidency, slammed viola-
tions of the arms embargo in place for Libya
since 2011.

“While the entire world closed its borders,
ships, planes and trucks with weapons and
mercenaries continued to arrive in Libyan
cities,” he said. His counterpart from Niger,
Kalla Ankourao, joined many others in echo-
ing Guterres’ comments. “Libya does not need
more weapons, does not need mercenaries”
but rather “reconciliation,” Ankourao said.
Guterres said UN-led talks with military lead-
ers from both sides were focused on the de-
parture of foreign mercenaries,
counter-terrorism cooperation, “disarmament
and demobilization of armed groups through-
out Libya, and modalities for a possible
ceasefire mechanism.” 

He also raised the possibility of creating a
demilitarized zone to be controlled by the UN
mission in Libya. The presence in Libya of
Russian and Syrian mercenaries has been
raised as problematic since the start of the
year. Syrian regime forces are fighting with
Haftar, while rebels have aligned themselves

with the unity government. Guterres said the
latest fighting in southern Tripoli and the
Tarhouna region had forced nearly 30,000

people to flee the violence, bringing the total
of internally displaced people in Libya to
more than 400,000.—AFP

UN denounces ‘unprecedented’ 
foreign interference in Libya

Conflict enters a new phase with sophisticated equipment, mercenaries

BENGHAZI: Supporters of Libyan military strongman Khalifa Haftar take part in a gathering in the eastern
Libyan port city of Benghazi to protest against Turkish intervention. —AFP

Indian navy ex-officer 
refuses to appeal his
spying death sentence
ISLAMABAD: A former Indian naval officer on death row in Pakistan
for alleged spying has refused to lodge an appeal against his conviction
and will try instead for a military pardon, an official said. Kulbhushan
Sudhir Jadhav was arrested in 2016 in Pakistan’s restive southwestern
province of Balochistan-a region where Islamabad has long accused
New Delhi of backing separatist rebels.  He was sentenced to death by
a closed Pakistani military tribunal in 2017, but the International Court
of Justice ordered Islamabad last year to review the sentence, and he
was later offered the right to appeal. “Commander Jadhav refused to
file a petition for the review and the reconsideration for his sentence
and conviction,” said attorney general official Ahmad Irfan.

“He instead preferred to follow up on his pending mercy petition”,
Irfan added. He said Pakistan had written to the Indian high commission
inviting it to file an appeal on Jadghav’s behalf. New Delhi maintains
Jadhav retired from the navy in 2001 and was running a logistics busi-
ness in Iran, where he was kidnapped and brought to Pakistan and
forced to confess. India’s foreign affairs spokesman Anurag Srivastava
said late Wednesday that Jadhav “has clearly been coerced to refuse to
file a review in his case”.  “Pakistan is only seeking to create an illusion
of remedy,” he added. —AFP

TikTok’s Hong Kong exit a 
‘win-win’ business move
HONG KONG: Viral video platform TikTok’s withdrawal from Hong Kong is
a savvy commercial move that sidesteps thorny privacy issues but it will not
shield the app completely from accusations of collusion with China, experts
say. As Facebook, Twitter and other US tech giants risk angering China by
refusing to share Hong Kong user data, Chinese-owned TikTok has also por-
trayed an image of principle by pulling out of the territory.  

The moves were triggered by China’s imposition of a security law on
Hong Kong last week aimed at quashing a democracy movement, and gives
police new powers to censor the internet. TikTok’s exit from Hong Kong was
partly an effort to shake off the “label of it being a company that is controlled
by China and shares data with the Chinese government,” Zhu Zhiqun, a po-
litical science professor at Bucknell University in the United States, told AFP. 

However TikTok’s parent company, ByteDance, has a similar app for
mainland China called Douyin that does share users’ data with the Chinese
government. And while Douyin is not officially available for download in Hong
Kong, ByteDance is happy for it to be used in the city of seven million people.
“The company does not have plans to make Douyin available on the Hong
Kong app store, but Douyin has local Hong Kong users who have down-
loaded it in mainland China,” a ByteDance spokesman told AFP.

‘Win-win’   
Leaving Hong Kong allows TikTok to focus on building its increasingly lu-

crative American market, while ceding only a little bit of ground to its sister
app, according to tech expert Elliott Zaagman. “(TikTok is) primarily con-
cerned now with staying alive in the United States,” said Zaagman, who writes
for the Lowy Institute think tank in Australia and presents the China Tech In-

vestor podcast. “TikTok will lose their Hong Kong users, but Douyin will gain
their Hong Kong users... it’s kind of a win-win.” TikTok and Douyin are among
the worlds’ most popular apps, with more than 2.2 billion downloads, accord-
ing to US-based research agency SensorTower. Their kaleidoscopic feeds of
15 to 60-second video clips are often fun and humorous, featuring everything
from make-up tutorials to dance routines. However, with its rising popularity
in the United States, TikTok has also come under increasing scrutiny from the
US government. US President Donald Trump said this week he was consid-
ering banning it as a way to punish China over the coronavirus pandemic.

Other top American lawmakers have raised concerns over the potential
for Tiktok to leak users’ data to the Chinese government. “TikTok is a po-
tential counterintelligence threat we cannot ignore,” two senior US senators
wrote last year. India-where TikTok is also wildly popular-recently blocked
the platform on national security grounds following a deadly border clash
between its soldiers and Chinese forces. TikTok staunchly denies snooping
allegations. “We have never provided user data to the Chinese government,
nor would we do so if asked,” a spokesman said on Wednesday.

TikTok has also faced questions on whether it hides videos from Hong
Kong’s protests to appease the Chinese government. Searches this week on
TikTok for #democracy and #independence in Hong Kong came up with
no videos, according to AFP research. However some hashtags, including
#nationalsecuritylaw and #HongKongindependence, did produce results. A
Tiktok spokesman denied any censorship. “To be clear, we have no restric-
tions on political content, unless it violates our community guidelines, such
as hate speech,” the spokesman told AFP on Wednesday.

“We do not remove videos on the basis of content negative toward China,
including Hong Kong protest content.”  With TikTok’s future depending much
more on factors outside Hong Kong and mainland China, its withdrawal from
the territory could turn out to be a PR coup.  “It seems that TikTok’s users
were relatively few in Hong Kong, so commercially it also makes sense to
avoid any reputation damage, and simply pull out of the market,” Severine
Arsene, from the Chinese University of Hong Kong, told AFP.  —AFP



KUMA: Japanese emergency services and troops scrambled yes-
terday to reach thousands of homes cut off by catastrophic flood-
ing and landslides that have killed dozens and caused widespread
damage. Japan’s Fire and Disaster Management Agency said ris-
ing floodwater or roads damaged by landslides had blocked ac-
cess to more than 3,000 households, mostly in the hardest-hit
southwestern region of Kumamoto where fresh downpours were
forecast. An AFP reporter in the cut-off village of Kuma saw parts
of the road collapsed into the river and scenes of devastation in
flood-affected houses. In one home, an elderly man was struggling
to clear up the debris and furniture littering the mud-caked floor,
his traditional straw tatami mats in one room ruined.

The rain front started in the southwest in the early hours of
Saturday and has since cut a swathe of destruction across Japan,
dumping record amounts of rain and causing swollen rivers to
break their banks. Japan’s Meteorological Agency (JMA) said
“heavy rain will likely continue at least until July 12 in a wide area”
of the country, calling for “extreme vigilance” on landslide risks
and flooding in low-lying areas. The JMA issued its second-high-
est evacuation order to more than 450,000 people. However, such
orders are not compulsory and most residents are choosing not
to go to shelters, possibly due to coronavirus fears.

The death toll has climbed gradually as more victims are discov-
ered in isolated areas. Government spokesman Yoshihide Suga told
reporters that 58 people had been confirmed dead, with a further
four feared to have lost their lives. Suga said authorities were inves-
tigating whether four other deaths were linked to the floods, adding
that 17 people were missing and a dozen injured. After five days
blocked by floodwater and landslides, troops finally managed to res-
cue some 40 residents in the village of Ashikita in Kumamoto region.

Kinuyo Nakamura, 68, burst into tears of relief as she finally
made it to an evacuation centre. “Gosh, it was scary. My house,
it’s such a mess, I cannot live there anymore,” she said as she came
across someone she knew at the shelter. “We have experienced
flooding disasters in the past many times. But this one doesn’t
compare. Rather than being afraid, I was just focused on escap-
ing,” she told public broadcaster NHK. Nakamura choked up as
she explained that one of her neighbors had fallen victim to the

floods. “A truly, truly, fantastic person,” she said, covering her face
to hide the tears. “That was the hardest thing.”

‘Hesitating to offer help’ 
In many areas, landslides reduced houses to rubble and flood-

water rushed into homes in low-lying areas, destroying the con-
tents and rendering them uninhabitable. Japan has deployed at
least 80,000 rescue workers to save lives with the aid of another
10,000 troops. The rains also lashed central Japan, with local of-
ficial Ryoichi Miyamae telling AFP that nearly 4,000 people were
cut off, mainly trapped in the cities of Gero and the tourist magnet
of Takayama by the overflowing Hida River.

Complicating the rescue efforts, the coronavirus pandemic has
claimed nearly 1,000 lives in Japan from more than 20,000 cases.
The need to maintain social distancing has reduced capacity at

shelters and many have preferred to take refuge in their vehicles
for fear of becoming infected. One emergency worker said the
coronavirus might be dissuading people from volunteering to help
with the rescue efforts. “A special characteristic of this disaster I
felt was not people hesitating to evacuate, but people hesitating
to offer help,” one doctor said, according to NHK. 

“In past disasters, by the fourth day, we would normally see
relief efforts like people preparing meals. This time, I am yet to
see anything like that.” Regional authorities have asked potential
volunteers from outside Kumamoto not to travel to the region, for
fear of spreading the virus. Japan is in the middle of its annual
rainy season and often sees damaging floods and landslides during
this period that lasts several weeks. However, experts say climate
change is intensifying the phenomenon because a warmer atmos-
phere holds more water to dump in the form of rain. — AFP 
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Japan rescuers battle to reach 
thousands trapped by floods

Catastrophic flooding, landslides kill dozens

KUMA, Japan: Workers survey the devastation following days of heavy rain and flooding in the village of Kuma, Kumamoto prefecture. —AFP 

Myanmar attitudes
undressed in 
textbook row
YANGON: Unchaperoned teens, gay partners
and sex workers - fictional characters in a new
curriculum for Myanmar schools are causing a
real-world tussle over morality in a deeply
conservative nation. In Myanmar, sex out of
wedlock is illegal, teenage dating is frowned
upon by censorious elders and same-sex rela-
tions are still officially illegal. Yet sex education
is urgently needed, say advocates. Nearly
8,000 died in 2018 from AIDS-related dis-
eases, the country has the second-highest ma-
ternal death rate in Asia after Afghanistan and
women’s rights group IPAS estimates around
a quarter of a million unsafe abortions are un-
dertaken every year.

Teenagers have only been taught sex ed
since 2016, when the new government of Aung
San Suu Kyi vowed to overhaul the country’s
outdated curriculum. But embarrassed teach-
ers often sideline a subject tackling everything
from periods and contraception to sexually-
transmitted diseases A new textbook for the
coming academic year - slated to start in July
- included scenarios such as teenagers feeling
intimate over homework, a gay couple whose
condom breaks, and a customer at a karaoke
bar offering a waitress money for sex. Conser-
vatives in the Buddhist-majority country were
outraged.

“Is this a school textbook or a porno?”
challenged Facebook user Aung Pho Min next
to photos of the case studies aimed at 16 and
17-year-olds, triggering an online debate that
snowballed. Monk Ashin Agga Dhama, once a
member of the now banned hardline Buddhist
group MaBaTha, waded in, branding the book
“filth” that flew against the country’s values.
The ensuing online tit-for-tat saw a young

doctor, who accused the clergy of hypocrisy,
attacked by a mob and later jailed for 21
months for insulting Buddhism. After “hearing
the public’s voice”, the government announced
it would review the curriculum - so, for now, all
sex ed is shelved.

Tensions between conservatives and those
open to new ideas have increased since the
country started transitioning to democracy in
2010, said Rosalie Metro from the University
of Missouri-Columbia. The curriculum has al-
ways been a place where “ideological strug-
gle” plays out, added Metro, who has studied
education in Myanmar for 20 years. Many on-
line comments questioned whether the contro-
versy had a political motive. 

The Facebook account of Aung Phyo Min,
the man who sparked the row, describes him as
a member of the military-backed USDP oppo-
sition party. Elections, confirmed for November,
will likely return Suu Kyi’s ruling administration
to power. But the USDP, after five years in the
wilderness, aims to take a chunk from her ma-

jority and was quick to jump on the sex ed de-
bate. The party condemned the classes as en-
couragement for premarital sex, child rape, and
the “arousal of sexual desire” among children.
The Ministry of Education denied this, telling
reporters the curriculum had children’s rights
and interests at its core and had been been
carefully designed with expert advice.

All the teenagers AFP spoke to gave a re-
sounding thumbs up to sex education classes,
admitting they largely relied on Facebook and
friends for information. “I’ve only read about it
online so it would be really useful,” said 16-
year-old Yoon Shwe Bhon. Aye Myat Thandar,
14, agreed, saying she knew “underage people
already having sex”. Women usually have the
most to lose. If single, an unplanned pregnancy
can be devastating. They are often shunned by
their family, school and community, with little
chance of support from the father. “Anyone
who objects to these classes doesn’t live in re-
ality,” says NLD MP and campaigner Phyu
Phyu Thin. — AFP
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Australia offers safe haven, 
pathways to Hong Kongers

With apps, Japan
offers glimpse of
doctor visits
TOKYO: The coronavirus crisis has prompted
Japan to ease regulations on remote medical
treatment, creating an opening for tech com-
panies and offering a glimpse of the future of
healthcare in the world’s most rapidly ageing
society. As coronavirus cases spiked in April,
Japan temporarily eased restrictions on re-
mote medical care, allowing doctors to con-
duct first-time visits online or by telephone
and expanding the number of illnesses that
can be treated remotely.

The changes mark a potential shake-up in
one of the world’s biggest medical markets,
which has lagged countries like Australia,
China, and the United States in telemedicine.
The reforms could also help Japan grapple
with both a skyrocketing healthcare burden
and few doctors in rural areas. Previously
Japanese doctors were only allowed to treat
recurring patients remotely, and for a limited
number of diseases. The rapid pace of change
caught executives at Line Corp off guard,
forcing Japan’s most popular social network-
ing service to accelerate plans for the roll-out
of its Line Healthcare business in the coming

months. “The effect that COVID-19 brought
was a huge innovation in the healthcare indus-
try,” said Shinichiro Muroyama, representative
director of Line Healthcare. “The situation has
totally changed, much more rapidly than we
thought.” Line, which says it has 84 million
users in Japan, aims to link doctors and pa-
tients by video. Homegrown medical start-ups
such as Medley Inc and MICIN Inc say they
have also seen a surge in demand. Both com-
panies offer application services for appoint-
ments, video consultations and payments.

Telehealth, or telemedicine, refers to tech-
nology that includes online consultations,
cloud-based medical records, remote moni-
toring of patients and use of artificial intelli-
gence to screen for diseases. Japan’s market
for such technology is set to grow by 60% to
nearly 20 billion yen ($185 million) in the five
years to March 2024, according to the Yano
Research Institute. Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe has made deregulating the med-
ical industry part of his growth strategy.

So Ishii, a doctor who runs a clinic in Tokyo
that started offering telehealth in 2017, has
seen a jump in online consultations since the
outbreak, with 600 patients using the service
as of mid-June compared to 400 two months
earlier. Ishii said telehealth could lead to bet-
ter treatment for patients with lifestyle-related
diseases that require continuous attention be-
cause it gave them easier access to doctors.
Such ailments typically include diabetes and
high-blood pressure.  — AFP

A risky challenge to China over its crackdown 

China’s new 
strategy to tame
second-wave 
virus outbreaks
BEIJING: A recent coronavirus outbreak in Bei-
jing sowed fears of a second wave of infections
in China, but officials appear to have beat back
the disease with a new targeted strategy. Au-
thorities did not repeat the drastic nationwide
shutdown seen when the virus first spread from
Wuhan earlier this year. Instead, they sealed off
a limited number of residences and focused on
mass testing, eventually screening more than half
of the capital’s 21 million people. This approach
seems to have paid off, with reported cases
falling to single digits each day by early July and
zero in the past three days. Here is a look at how
China brought the new outbreak under control:

How did the outbreak begin? 
China went to great lengths to protect its

capital at the height of the pandemic, redirecting
incoming flights to other cities and requiring vis-
itors to undergo quarantine and virus tests. But
by early June, with just a handful of active cases
across the country, Beijing had relaxed many of
its restrictions and locals were no longer made
to wear masks outdoors.

The emergence of a new patient on June 11

shocked the city. Most of the 335 subsequent
cases were traced to the sprawling Xinfadi
wholesale market in southern Beijing, which was
swiftly closed. Thousands of people were placed
under quarantine and 11 million people were
tested for the virus.  The city banned outbound
travel by residents living in at-risk areas and re-
quired others to show negative COVID-19 test
results in order to leave. Authorities are still in-
vestigating the cause of the outbreak, but early
tests found traces of the virus on a cutting board
at Xinfadi used to process imported salmon.

China’s handling of pandemic 
After the virus first began to spread from

Wuhan, China imposed a strict lockdown of the
city and surrounding Hubei province in January
that confined nearly 60 million people to their
homes.  But in last month’s outbreak, Beijing used
what city authorities called “precise control” to
lock down residential areas one neighborhood at
a time. All food and beverage workers across the
city were required to take virus tests and some
bars were ordered to shut. Most malls and restau-
rants in parts of the city where no cases had been
detected were allowed to remain open, however.
The city focused on tracing and rapidly isolating
everyone who had potentially been exposed to
the virus. Volunteers went door to door across the
city, asking residents if they had been in contact
with people who may have been exposed to the
virus. The tracking took on a dystopian tone at
times. Some residents were ordered to take virus
tests after authorities used security camera
footage of their car licence plates to determine
that they had been near the market.  — AFP

SYDNEY: Australia yesterday offered pathways
to permanent residency for thousands of people
from Hong Kong, in a risky challenge to China
over its crackdown on dissent in the city. Prime
Minister Scott Morrison said his government
was also suspending its extradition agreement
with the city and in addition to extending the
visas of 10,000 Hong Kongers already in the
country, threw open the door to thousands more
to start a new life Down Under.

Morrison said the decisions were taken in re-
sponse to the imposition by China last week of
a tough new security law in Hong Kong, which
he said “constitutes a fundamental change of cir-
cumstances” for the semi-autonomous territory.
“Australia is adjusting its laws, our sovereign
laws, our sovereign immigration program, things
that we have responsibility for and jurisdiction
over, to reflect the changes that we’re seeing
take place there,” he said during a press confer-
ence. Foreign Minister Marise Payne said China’s
moves in Hong Kong were discussed yesterday
with Australia’s so-called “Five Eyes” security
partners-New Zealand, the United States,
Britain, and Canada.

Morrison’s announcement came a day after
China opened a new office in Hong Kong for its
security agents to oversee implementation of the
law targeting acts of subversion, secession, ter-
rorism and foreign collusion. The law, which fol-
lowed sometimes-violent pro-democracy
protests, is the most radical change in Hong
Kong’s freedoms since Britain handed the city

back to China in 1997 under an agreement de-
signed to preserve its freedoms for 50 years.
China has bristled at widespread global criticism
of the law and Australia’s move to provide safe
haven to some Hong Kong citizens was expected
to worsen already rising tensions between the two.

Beijing in recent months has imposed tariffs
on some Australian imports and impeded trade
in other key commodities in response to Aus-
tralian steps to counter Chinese interference in
the country. China, Australia’s biggest trade
partner and a competitor for influence in the Pa-
cific, was notably infuriated when Canberra led
calls for a probe into the origins of the coron-
avirus pandemic. New Zealand is also reviewing
its relationship with Hong Kong because of the
new law, Foreign Minister Winston Peters said,
“including extradition arrangements, controls on
exports of strategic goods, and travel advice”.

Permanent residency pathway 
Morrison brushed aside questions about

whether the challenge over Hong Kong would
likely lead to further Chinese retaliation. “We will
make decisions about what’s in our interests, and
we will make decisions about our laws and our
advisories, and we will do that rationally and
soberly and consistently,” he said. Under the new
measures, 10,000 Hong Kong citizens and resi-
dents in Australia on student or temporary work
visas will be allowed to remain in the country for
an additional five years. “If you’re a temporary
visa holder, your visa will be extended to an ad-

ditional five years from today, in addition to the
time you’ve already been in Australia, with a
pathway to permanent residency at the end of
that period,” Morrison said. The five-year visa
and possible permanent residency were also of-
fered to Hong Kong entrepreneurs or skilled

workers who wish to relocate to Australia in the
future. “If there are businesses that wish to re-
locate to Australia, creating jobs, bringing in-
vestment, creating opportunities for Australia,
then we will be very proactive in seeking to en-
courage that,” he said. — AFP

HONG KONG: Students run for shelter during a sudden but brief heavy downpour in
Hong Kong. — AFP 
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Meet Buckwheat, the donkey you 
 can hire to crash Zoom meetings

This undated handout photo shows Buckwheat 
the donkey at Farmhouse Garden Animal Home, 
a sanctuary for animals near Uxbridge, Ontario, 
Canada.  — AFP 
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Ahuge sculpture by American artist
Alexander Calder sold at auction in Paris
on Wednesday for over 4.9 million

euros, auctioneers Artcurial said, after nearly
six  decades on display at a holiday park in
southern France. The influential sculptor is
known primarily for his colourful and abstract

mobiles, of which he made thousands over the
course of his career. But he also made “sta-
biles”—the opposite of mobiles—one of which
remained concealed from the general public in
La Colle-sur-Loup village, a few dozen kilome-
tres from the ritzy city Cannes. The black steel
3,5 metre (11 foot) structure was made by
Calder in 1963. “It’s the first time that a monu-
mental stabile of this scale by Calder came up
for auction in France,” said Hugues Sebilleau,
the head of Artcurial’s contemporary art de-
partment. 

It was installed six years later in front of a
holiday park which aims to attract low-income
families by maintaining affordable prices. The
free-standing stabile was sold by the current
owner of the holiday park Belambra Clubs. It
was estimated to be worth between 2.5 and
3.5 million euros ($2.8-4.0 million). “The sta-
bile is completely characteristic of Calder’s
style at the time. The structure is very as-
sertive and well planted on its four bearing
points,” said sales expert Serge Lemoine.
“Rhythm and space are the vital compositions.
The curves respond to the angles and the sur-
faces respond to the voids,” Lemoine said.
Trained as an engineer, Calder used a wide
variety of media to make more than 22,000
works before he died in 1976.—AFP
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In this file photo Richard Tyler Blevins, aka Ninja, speaks to the
crowd at the start of the 2019 Fortnite World Cup Finals - Round Two
on July 27, 2019, at Arthur Ashe Stadium, in New York City. —AFP

In this file photograph people participate in a culinary workshop in the “Cité Internationale de la
Gastronomy”, the first cultural centre fully devoted to gastronomy, recently opened in Lyon, south-east-
ern France. —AFP

This picture shows an untitled sculpture by US
artist Alexander Calder in the courtyard of the
Artcurial auction house in Paris.—AFP

Fortnite superstar Tyler “Ninja” Blevins returned to the
streaming world Wednesday with a match on YouTube,
after Microsoft pulled the plug on the Mixer platform

where he had an exclusive contract. Blevins had amassed
nearly 24 million subscribers at his YouTube channel shortly
into a Fortnite match he had tipped fans off to in a tweet.
“You know what’s crazy man?” Blevins asked rhetorically
during banter with teammates during the game stream.
“Like not streaming for a month I almost  forgot that no-
body knows what’s going on with, like, me.”

In August of last year, Blevins  left Amazon-owned Twitch,
telling fans they would only be able to find him on rival
gameplay streaming platform Mixer. The move was consid-
ered a win for Microsoft, luring viewers to Mixer and playing
into the technology company’s efforts to bolster its gaming

community. But Microsoft last month said it is throwing in
the towel on its Mixer livestream platform, and teaming up
with Facebook to better compete with rivals like Twitch and
YouTube. Microsoft Mixer will be shuttered on July 22 with
gamers encouraged to transition to Facebook Gaming.

Online battle royale game “Fortnite” is a global sensa-
tion, with entertaining play and commentary a hit with on-
line viewers. Blevins is one of a clutch of gamers who
stream themselves playing Fortnite and recoup riches and
rock star adulation from a vast and youthful following. He
told AFP last year his life took a swift turn when he dis-
covered Fortnite, a blockbuster  that swept the gaming
sector when it came out in 2017 and claims 200 million
players, more than eight million of whom are playing at
any one time. —AFP

Fortnite superstar ‘Ninja’ takes gameplay to YouTube

US artist s holiday park
sculpture fetches millions

Amassive gastronomy complex in
France’s culinary capital of Lyon in-
augurated nine months ago will not

reopen after shuttering during the coron-
avirus lockdown due to the economic con-
sequences of the outbreak, its management
said Tuesday. Until the strict stay-at-home
rules to contain the coronavirus, the Cite
Internationale de Gastronomie de Lyon of-
fered meals, exhibitions, workshops and
tours for foodies—children and adults
alike. “Faced with uncertainty for the econ-
omy and tourism, and despite our best ef-
forts to save it, we have decided to not
reopen the Cite,” the directors of the com-
plex said in a statement.

The 4,000-square-metre (43,000-
square foot) facility was located in an 800-
year-old building overlooking the Rhone

river, which was for most of its history was
southeastern Lyon’s main hospital. From its
inauguration, the complex faced criticism
for its lack of cultural content on offer and
for being expensive. Exhibitions cost 12
euros ($13.5) and lunch and dinner 29
euros ($33). “The launch didn’t go well, and
the design didn’t work. (…) There wasn’t a
clear principle, even if some things were a
success, such as the children’s area,” said
chef Regis Marcon, who was part of the
strategic comittee, adding he was “not sur-
prised” by the closure. Freshly-elected
green party head of the Lyon area Bruno
Bernard said the closure was an opportu-
nity for Lyon’s dwellers to “reclaim the em-
blematic site” of the Grand Hotel-Dieu, a
grand former hospital converted in 2010.—
AFP

French gastronomy complex 
gulped up by coronavirus crisis

Peru’s iconic tourist attraction Machu
Picchu will reopen at half capacity
following a coronavirus-forced clo-

sure, the Peruvian government said on
Tuesday, although it didn’t set a date. “Ad-
mission to Machu Picchu will be 2,244 vis-
itors a day,” the government said in the
official gazette. That’s half the number of
tourists usually allowed in to the ancient
Inca citadel in the high season. The new
limit has been suggested by international
experts in a bid to avoid the gradual dete-

rioration of the crown jewel of Peruvian
tourism, which has been a UNESCO World
Heritage Site since 1983. The new limited
capacity has nothing to do with the coron-
avirus, though, and is part of measures the
culture ministry was planning on taking
anyway. The implementation was delayed
by the country’s virus lockdown.  Before
the pandemic struck, Machu Picchu used
to welcome between 2,000 and 3,000 vis-
itors a day, with peaks of 5,000 in the high
season. —AFP

Machu Picchu to reopen at 50% capacity, but no date set

’
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The coronavirus pandemic has led millions of
people to embrace meetings via Zoom, but ad-
mittedly, those can be as tedious as in-person

conferences. So one animal sanctuary in Canada, in
dire need of cash after being forced to close to visi-
tors, found a way to solve both problems. Meet Buck-
wheat, a donkey at the Farmhouse Garden Animal
Home, who is ready to inject some fun into your hum-
drum work-from-home office day—for a price. “Hello.
We are crashing your meeting, we are crashing your
meeting—this is Buckwheat,” says sanctuary volunteer
Tim Fors, introducing the gray and white animal on a
Zoom call.

In the video application’s signature window panes, the
call attendees offer some oohs and aahs as they realize
what’s happening—and then erupt in laughter. “Buckwheat
is crashing people’s meetings in order to make some
money,” Fors tells AFP. “They donate to the sanctuary
when they want her to crash a meeting, so it’s mostly a
fundraiser so we can feed the cows, especially during
COVID.” The Farmhouse Garden Animal home in
Uxbridge, about an hour’s drive northeast of Toronto, used
to rely on visitor donations and paid on-site activities to
make ends meet. But since the pandemic erupted in mid-
March, the former cattle ranch can no longer welcome out-
siders, putting a serious dent in its finances.

Big money for 10 minutes 
“About four years ago, Mike Lanigan, who is the farmer

here—he is a third-generation cattle farmer—he had a
change of heart and decided not to send his cows to
slaughter anymore,” Fors explains. The animal sanctuary
was born: it’s now home to about 20 cows, chickens, ducks,
a horse and Buckwheat, the female donkey born 12 years
ago. With the pandemic threatening the sanctuary’s sur-
vival, its leaders quickly realized they needed to identify
other ways to bring in money.

They themselves were using Zoom calls for work—and
thus was born the idea of having animals sit in on people’s
work calls to lighten the mood. On the sanctuary’s website,
interested parties can fill out a form to hire Buckwheat,
Melody the horse or Victoria, whom Fors calls the “matri-
arch of the herd.” A 10-minute Zoom appearance costs
CAN $75 (US $55). For double the time, the price shoots
up to CAN $125, and $175 for 30 minutes, sanctuary co-
founder Edith Barabash told Toronto Life magazine. “We
are always happy when the people on the meeting are sur-

prised,” says Fors. “We started about the end of April, and
I think we done about 100 meetings and sometimes we are
crashing meetings three or four times a day.” On one call,
Fors tells attendees that he hopes they will visit the sanc-
tuary once lockdown measures are lifted. “Definitely,” one
of them says. —AFP

Meet Buckwheat, the donkey you 
can hire to crash Zoom meetings

Migrant-cat survives 
voyage, heads to 
quarantine in Italy
Asix-month old cat named “Pupi” who survived a trip

with his Tunisian owner across the Mediterranean be-
fore landing at Lampedusa is in good health and will

be cared for, the island’s mayor said Wednesday.  Mayor
Toto Martello wrote on Facebook the orange male tabby
with a white chest and paws had spent a few days at a mi-
grant reception centre with his owner after their arrival by
boat in Italy on July 1. It was then sent to a veterinary clinic
for observation.

Provincial health authorities determined the cat was “in
good health” and did not present symptoms of disease, said
Martello. But it would still have to be kept away from other
animals for six months under an anti-rabies quarantine. A
woman from Lampedusa offered to take care of the kitten,
said Martello, who signed a “custody” order for Pupi. Mi-
grants from Libya and elsewhere in North Africa continue to
arrive at Italy’s shores, either after being picked up by hu-
manitarian rescue boats or in their own small vessels.  

La Repubblica daily wrote that over 100 migrants had
landed on Lampedusa on July 1, in 11 separate landings. “It’s
a story that may seem to some of little importance but it
shows how many procedures and tasks, sometimes even the
most unexpected, weigh down the municipal administration
when we are faced with a landing of migrants on the island,”
Martello wrote.  But, he added, “even if it’s a small story, I’m
glad it has a happy ending”. —AFP

Lampedusa, which is the largest of Italy’s Pelagie Islands, has
opened its arms to the migrant feline Pupi.—Photos courtesy of
Lampedusa Mayor Toto Martello via Courthouse News

Two baby elephants walk among a herd at the Minneriya
National Park in Minneriya.—AFP

This undated handout photo shows Buckwheat the donkey at
Farmhouse Garden Animal Home, a sanctuary for animals near
Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada.—AFP 

Apair of baby elephants feeding from the same mother
have been spotted in a Sri Lankan national park, with
officials speculating Wednesday the two could be a

rare set of twins. The young tuskers—who rangers estimate
are three to four weeks old—were spotted in the Minneriya
sanctuary about 200 kilometres (125 miles) north-east of
Colombo, grazing with a herd of about a dozen elephants.
After observing the pair from a distance, officials are confi-
dent enough to “say they are twins,” Department of Wildlife
Conservation Director-General Tharaka Prasad told AFP.

The two were also photographed feeding from the same
cow on Monday by renowned conservationist Sumith Pilapi-
tiy, who also told AFP he believed the two were twins.

Rangers were carrying out DNA tests on the herd’s dung to
confirm, Prasad said. If the results matched, it would mark
the first time wildlife officials on the Indian Ocean island had
sighted twins alongside their mother, he added. The sighting
was near the area where seven elephants died from poison-
ing in September, in an act blamed on local farmers.

Nearly 200 elephants are killed every year on the island,
many by farmers after the pachyderms stray onto their land.
Marauding elephants kill an average of 50 people annually,
mostly when they stray into villages near their habitat. The
country’s elephant population has declined to just over
7,000 according to the latest census, down from an esti-
mated 12,000 in the early 1900s. —AFP

Sri Lanka rangers spot possible 
rare baby elephant twins
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When the coronavirus pandemic swept through Colombia
in March, forcing a national lockdown, Alberto Gomez
decided he would sit it out amid the lush green foliage

of his botanical garden and tend to his plants. Colombia is one of
the most biodiverse countries in the world, a fact that prompted
Gomez, 72, to establish an ecological park more than 40 years
ago on the Andean slopes of the northeastern Quindio depart-
ment. It was easier to cope with the pandemic quarantine locked
up here in 14 hectares of premontane forest of high ecological
biodiversity,” Gomez, white-haired and with a scraggly gray
beard, told AFP.

Far from his family in the capital Bogota, and with his 30 staff
members in lockdown, Gomez is striving alone to keep his life’s
work from being swallowed up by the voracious Andean forest.
With his staff confined to their homes, Gomez has had to adapt
to being chief gardener, guard, cleaner and administrator as he
waits for his ecological center to reopen to tourists.  As well as
“dictator,” he laughs: “Because here, not a leaf moves without my
consent.” He went to the banks for help to keep paying his em-
ployees’ salaries, he said, before launching a cry for help on social
media. “I gave birth to this garden, to put it graphically,” he said.
And rather than watch his dream wither, the crisis pushed him to
renew himself. “We reinvented ourselves, as they say now,” he
says, laughing. A video he made as part of his campaign called
“SOS for the Quindio Botanical Garden” invites people to buy
trees, sponsor plants and sections of the park, and support proj-
ects with donations.

On farmland nearby, his employees had planted more than
70,000 specimens from 37 species of native plants, and Gomez
was able to pay the salaries in May and June from the sales. So
far, his botanical paradise is surviving, he says, “in the midst of the
chaos of deforestation, degradation of ecosystems, global warm-
ing and the extinction of native species.” A lawyer by profession,
the law allowed him to provide for his family as he built up his
botanical garden over decades. “I entered a fascinating world. As
the Spanish say, it was like discovering another Mediterranean,”
he said. There is a lot to admire, and maintain, in the Quindio park:
rare orchids, bromeliads, laurels, aquatic and medicinal plants, but
also a geology and soil museum, an insect zoo, a butterfly garden,

a reference library, an auditorium and a movie theater.
He built it and people came. Pre-pandemic, some 60,000 a

year visit the center, located in the coffee-growing district of
Calarca. When FARC guerrillas signed a peace agreement in 2016,
bringing Colombia’s longest-running conflict to an end, “we in-
creased foreign visitors from 5 percent to 20 percent. But now,
the quarantine has destroyed tourism.”

‘Ecological destruction’
A chorus of birdsong is Gomez’s daily wake-up call, at 5:00

am. “The symphony begins and I get up,” he says. Colombia is

General view of the botanical garden in Quindio, Colombia.—AFP photos
A worm in seen at the botanical garden.

Turtles are seen at the botanical garden.Botanist Alberto Gomez cleans a lake at the botanical garden in Quindio.



After Syria’s war whisked away the silk-
worms from his mulberry trees, 65-year-
old Mohammed Saud instead turned his

idle home workshop into a silk museum to cel-
ebrate the ancient craft. In the green hills of
Deir Mama, Saud, his wife and three sons have
been making silk for decades. They would raise
silkworms in the spring, watching them munch
on mulberry tree leaves and slowly build their
thick cocoons, before spinning the thread and
weaving it into fine cloth. But Syria’s nine-year-
old war has complicated silkworm imports, and
stemmed production for now.

In his courtyard-turned-museum, Saud held
up a handful of glistening white silk cocoons
the size of large grapes. Stooping down, he
manually yanked around a large wooden spin-
ning wheel used to unfurl the tight coils into
long pale thread. “There are just three families
left in Syria working this craft,” he said. “Today
I am the only one left in this town fighting for
its survival.” A decade ago, the year before the
conflict broke out, he had told AFP that 16 vil-
lages and 48 families across Syria still worked
in sericulture. Cocoon harvests had already
dropped from 60,000 tonnes in 1908 to just
3.1 tonnes in 2010. When fighting erupted in
2011, it all ground to a halt. “I decided to trans-
form my home into a workshop when I realised
it would contain all stages of silk production,”
Saud explained.

‘Clinically dead’ 
Sitting at a large wooden loom with his feet

on the pedals, he demonstrated weaving, his
agile hands gliding from side to side as he
weaved weft over warp. In a corner, off-white
silk shawls were displayed on the wall, or
draped around mannequins. Deir Mama was fa-
mous for silk production before the war, with

most residents specialising in one stage or an-
other of the process. Not far from the large
Masyaf citadel, the town’s mulberry trees
stretched across wide swathes of land, drawing
in silk fans from Syria and beyond. On the mu-
seum’s wall hung some old photos of Saud pos-
ing with foreign visitors, and a few of their
thank you notes. “I used to rely mainly on
tourists, as they were the ones able to afford the
silk,” he said.

But these days, even if the museum tour is
free, visitors are rare. After nine years of war
that has killed 380,000 people and devastated
the economy, tourism is non-existent.  And for
Syrians struggling to put food on the table amid

alarming price hikes, fine cloth is the last of their
worries. “Silk has become a luxury in this crisis,”
Saud said. Before the conflict the craft was like
“a sick man we hoped would heal, but then the
war came along and dealt it a final blow”. “I
alone am battling for the trade’s survival... even
if it is clinically dead.”

‘Scared I’ll forget how’ 
The art of making silk, first developed in

China, has a long history in Syria. Archaeolog-
ical findings show silk was woven in the ancient
city of Palmyra as early as the first century AD.
During World War II, Levantine factories sup-
plied Britain with large silk sheets to make
parachutes. The country is famous for its Dam-
ascene brocade, a material of silver and gold
silk threads that many Syrians claim Queen
Elizabeth II wore for her wedding. But today,
says Syrian heritage expert Murhaf Rahayyim,
the industry is struggling. “The problem is not

production. There are hundreds of pieces of
material waiting to be snapped up” but no buy-
ers, he said.

Tourism generated 12 percent of Syria’s pre-
war gross national product. “Before the war,
tourists would buy most of what was produced,
and we exported lots to Lebanon and the Gulf,”
he said. But today that has stopped, and “silk
clothes are no longer a priority for Syrians”. 

Back in Deir Mama, Saud’s wife Amal bus-
ied herself knotting silk strands in a spiral of
intricate needlework. These days, “I only
crochet for fun and so my fingers stay nim-
ble,” she said, a white silk shawl draped
around her shoulders. “I’m scared I’ll forget
how to do it,” she said. Like her husband, she
hopes one day silkworms will return to the
family’s orchard. “We’re the only ones still
growing mulberry trees, but this year we fed
their leaves to goats.”—AFP
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home to nearly 2,000 species of birds, and he
has identified 176 species in his park. As presi-
dent of Colombia’s National Network of Botan-
ical Gardens of Colombia, Gomez says he feels
an enormous weight of responsibility. “The task
of saving Colombia from ecological destruction
is extremely urgent, and we cannot wait ever for
our children to do it, we must do it now.”

Around 9:30 pm, he ends his working day
with a coffee.“During this pandemic, every day
is the same for me. There’s no difference be-
tween Sunday and Monday.”In his lockdown
paradise, his mind swarms with ideas for new
projects for his park as he awaits the return of
tourists. “The only thing forbidden in this garden
is to stop dreaming,” the botanist says. —AFP

Muhammad Saud, a 65-year-old Syrian silk farmer, drops silkworm cocoons into a small woven basket at
his home workshop in the village of Deir Mama, in west-central Syria.—AFP photos

Muhammad Saud holds a handful of silkworm cocoons
at his home workshop in the village of Deir Mam.

A snail is seen at the botanical garden.View of the botanical garden in Quindio.

View of the botanical garden in Quindio.
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The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, Ohio. — AFP

US actor Johnny Depp arrives on the second day of his libel trial
against News Group Newspapers (NGN), at the High Court in
London.—AFP photos

Amber Heard, American actress and former wife of Hollywood
actor Johnny Depp, waves as she arrives on the second day of a
libel trial brought by Hollywood actor Johnny Depp against News
Group Newspapers (NGN), at the High Court in London.

This file photo shows actress Naya Rivera posing as she attends
the 23rd Annual Race To Erase MS Gala in Beverly Hills,
California.—AFP 

Hollywood actor Johnny Depp on Wednesday denied
claims that he slapped his ex-wife Amber Heard, as
he faced a second day of questioning in his high-

profile libel trial in London. The “Pirates of the Caribbean”
star is suing British tabloid The Sun for a 2018 article
which claimed he was a “wife-beater”. Both Depp, 57, and
Heard, 34, were in court as lawyers for The Sun’s publish-
er, News Group Newspapers (NGN), questioned him
about allegations of violence during the couple’s time
together. NGN is disputing the claim for libel, and said
there is “overwhelming evidence” that he attacked Heard
while under the influence of drink and drugs between
2013 and 2016.

The couple first met on the set of the 2011 film “The Rum
Diary”, married in 2015 but divorced two years later.
Lawyer Sasha Wass, representing NGN, put it to Depp that
he had slapped Heard three times after she made fun of a
“Wino Forever” tattoo on his arm in March 2013, when he
was drinking heavily. “I’m sorry but that is not true, you are
mistaken... I didn’t hit Ms Heard,” the actor replied. The tat-
too originally read “Winona Forever” and referred to the
actress Winona Ryder, with whom he had had a previous
relationship. He changed it after they broke up.

‘I never abused Heard’: Depp 
NGN is relying on 14 separate claims of domestic vio-

lence in its defence, all of which Depp denies. The case
opened at the High Court on Monday with Depp insisting in
a witness statement that had “never abused Ms Heard, or,
indeed any other woman” in his life. He said Heard, an
actress, was calculating, sociopathic, narcissistic and emo-
tionally dishonest, with a diagnosed borderline personality
disorder, and was intent on destroying his life. Much of the
questioning has involved his drinking and drug-taking but
he insisted he did not have a “nasty side” and lost control
while under the influence, as Heard has asserted.

His legal team called Heard’s allegations “complete lies”.
They said she was a “complex individual”, prone to wild
mood swings under a variety of prescription medication and
other drugs. Rather than Depp being the perpetrator, she had
subjected him to verbal and physical attacks, and he had
had to defend himself on occasions, they argued. “He is not a
wife-beater and never has been,” his lawyer David Sherborne
said. Depp maintains The Sun article, which was published
despite a previous public denial of violence, had caused “sig-
nificant reputational damage” to his career.—AFP 

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame said Wednesday it will
replace its annual live performance induction ceremo-
ny for this year’s nominees with a broadcast special in

light of the coronavirus pandemic. The program—whose
honorees include rapper The Notorious B.I.G. and pop icon
Whitney Houston—will air on HBO on November 7, replac-
ing the ceremony originally scheduled for May 2, which was
postponed over the fast-spreading virus. The late legends
are joined in 2020’s class by the synth-pop act Depeche
Mode and the industrial experimental group Nine Inch
Nails, along with the 1970s rockers The Doobie Brothers
and English glam rock band T-Rex.

“To protect the health and safety of our inductees, their
families, crews and our attendees, we’ve made the decision
that the scheduled live event is not possible,” John Sykes,
chairman of the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Foundation, said
in a statement. The 2021 induction ceremony is currently
planned for the fall of that year in the Hall’s home city,
Cleveland. 

The Notorious B.I.G.—widely considered one of the
greatest rappers of all time—was inducted in his first year
of eligibility, which comes 25 years after the release of an
act’s first commercial recording. The artist born Christopher
Wallace and colloquially known as Biggie was murdered in
1997 in Los Angeles at age 24, in a still-murky shooting that
some speculated was part of a feud between East Coast
and West Coast rappers.   Houston, the most awarded
female artist of all time, died at age 48 in 2012 after a pub-
lic struggle with drugs, following a decade that saw her go
from America’s sweetheart to tabloid drama queen.

The induction of Houston and Biggie mark a continuation
of the institution’s broadening acceptance of a variety of
genres into its ranks.   Recent classes have included the
rapper Tupac Shakur, Radiohead and Janet Jackson. The
organization founded in the early 1980s has faced criticism
over the years, however, for its lack of diversity and limited
recognition of women.—AFP
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A model presents a creation by French designer Stephane Rolland during the shooting of a film
designed to replace Haute Couture fashion shows in Paris.—AFP photos

S
upermodel Naomi Campbell said
Monday that the fashion industry
must start “enforcing inclusion” on

the catwalk and beyond. The British-born
star, who has been outspoken about the
racism she has encountered in the
industry, made the comments in a video
to open the virus-hit Paris fashion week,
which has been forced online. Wearing a
T-shirt with the legend, “Phenomenally
Black”, Campbell said the “time has
come to build a more equitable industry
with a good form of checks and bal-
ances”. The lessons of the Black Lives
Matter movement must also be applied
to fashion, she said. “This is a conversa-
tion that is starting now and will last as
long as is needed,” she added.

“It is up to us and you to start enforc-
ing inclusion of the multitude of identities
that compose our countries,” Campbell
added in a message addressed to the
industry’s movers and shakers. “It is
more now than ever compulsory to
include them in a permanent way and
not a transient one.” Campbell, 50, has
never made of secret of the prejudice
she faced in her early days on the cat-
walk, where she was the sole black
supermodel in the 1990s.

‘Blonde, blue-eye girls sell’ 
“I may be considered one of the top

models in the world, but in no way do I
make the same money as any of them,”
she said at the time. She was not signed
by a cosmetics company until 1999. In a
famously frank interview around the
same time with The Guardian newspaper
said that “this business is about selling,
and blonde and blue-eyed girls are what
sells”. “The fight for equality and diversity
has been a long fight in society and in
the fashion industry,” Campbell said in

the video, made for the French fashion
and haute couture federation, which runs
Paris fashion week. “We still have a long
way to go, and the time has come to col-
lectively call the fashion world to task
regarding inequality,” she added.

In her call to arms Monday, Campbell
quoted the late South African leader
Nelson Mandela—whom she met several
times and greatly admired. “He said that
vision without action is merely daydream-
ing; but vision with action can change
the world,” she added. Although Paris
runway shows are hugely more visibly
diverse than they were a decade ago,
black designers are still few and far
between.

Black designers breaking through 
That has not stopped the American

Virgil Abloh from becoming one of the
hottest designers of the moment, head-
ing up Louis Vuitton menswear as well as
his own starry Off-White label. And
Olivier Rousteing became the first black
designer to run a major Paris house
when he took over at Balmain in 2011,
aged just 25. He has since put diversity
at the heart of the brand. African design-
ers are also now breaking through, with
the Cameroonian creator Imane Ayissi—
a former model and dancer—showing in
the elite Paris couture line-up Tuesday.
And Campbell walked the Paris women’s
catwalk in February to support the young
Nigerian designer Kenneth Ize, who was
making his debut. Campbell was his
“fairy godmother”, said the 29-year-old.
“Naomi made this happen. She has been
part of the journey since day one,” he
said.—AFP

S
outh Sudanese model Adut Akech was
the star of Chanel’s teeny-weeny Paris
haute couture show Tuesday which

featured two “punk princesses”. Designer
Virginie Viard said she drew inspiration from
her predecessor Karl Lagerfeld for the one-
minute 22-second film, no more than a teas-
er for its autumn-winter collection. The
French designer, who was Lagerfeld’s right-
hand woman until his death last year, has
already signalled that the days of his
“pharaonic” extravaganzas are over at the
label. But even for her, this was minimalist.

Paris fashion week has been forced online
for the first time in its history by the coron-
avirus, with labels showing short films of their
clothes instead. While Viard’s collections so
far for the iconic French house have been
marked by soberness and simplicity, this
time she channelled the decadence
and “shimmering opulence and jewellery” of
the Paris nightclub scene over which
Lagerfeld and Yves Saint Laurent presided
in the late 1970s. “I was thinking about a
punk princess coming out of Le Palace at
dawn,” she said, referring to a legendary
club in the French capital.

“With a taffeta dress, big hair, feathers
and lots of jewellery. This collection is more
inspired by Karl Lagerfeld than Gabrielle
Chanel. Karl would go to Le Palace, he
would accompany these very sophisticated
and very dressed up women, who were very
eccentric too,” Viard added.

Tears of joy 
French designers Alexis Mabille and

Stephane Rolland presented the nearest
thing to real fashion shows so far, both using
one model to show all their looks, while fel-
low Parisian label Aganovich created a stop
motion film with its garments with artist Erik
Madigan. Rolland used the Spanish model
Nieves Alvarez, one of Saint Laurent’s final
muses, to show his black and white collec-
tion inspired by pop art. Full of long and lan-

guorous looks, he told AFP he wanted to cre-
ate “cocoon forms that were protective and
generous” as well as glamorous.

But perhaps the day’s most poetic offer-
ing was from the Japanese designer Yuima
Nakazato who instead of teasing a collec-
tion, asked people from around the world to
send him old white shirts they had been
attached to which he then recut and trans-
formed. One Japanese woman gave him her
dead mother’s shirt, which like a kimono she
wanted to hand down to future generations
of her family. 

Nakazato talked to each of his clients by
video link about the history of their shirt
before reimagining it, and then sending it off
to them in a box. The designer, who wears
his studio white coat throughout the film, said
the idea of the charity project, called “Face
to Face”, was to give people “courage and
hope... at a time when our ability to meet
people physically is limited”. Having drawn
out his clients’ stories, some were brought to
tears by his creations and others were so
awed by the “work of art” that they screamed
with joy when they opened their box.—AFP

French fashion designer Stephane Rolland poses
during the shooting of a film designed to replace
Haute Couture fashion shows in Paris.

In this file photo British
model Naomi Campbell
presents a creation by
Dolce & Gabbana during
the men’s & women
spring/summer 2019 
collection fashion show
in Milan.—AFP 
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One very select group of fashionistas were not crying
into their cocktails when the Paris fashion shows
were cancelled because of the coronavirus. The

tiny group of super rich women who buy the ruinously
expensive handmade creations that adorn the runways of
Paris haute couture week knew that meant their favourite
designers would have to come to them.

“I thought they would be upset,” the French courtier
Julien Fournie told AFP as he prepared looks for his film for
the French capital’s first virtual fashion week, which starts
Monday. “But it was quite the opposite,” he added. Haute
couture’s made-to-measure creations—which are only
shown in Paris—can cost the price of a luxury sports car.

With no glitzy shows to go to this time, the jetset queens
that usually patronise them expect their own personalised
presentations in their palaces and penthouses. Fournie,
who trained as a doctor before turning his passion and
considerable anatomical know-how to couture, said he
was used to flying to the Middle East and Asia with the
head of his studio, Mademoiselle Jacqueline, for fittings
and adjustments.

French fashion
designer Julien

Fournie poses with
his Czech model

Michaela Tomanova
during the shooting of

a film designed in
place of the fashion
show.—AFP photos
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French fashion designer Julien Fournie
poses with his Czech model Michaela
Tomanova.

French fashion designer Julien Fournie draws on his Apple Ipad Pro tablet in his
workshop in Paris.

French fashion designer Julien Fournie (behind) poses with his Czech model Michaela Tomanova
wearing a lace dress embroidered with 1940 sequins during the shooting of a film designed in place of
the fashion show.

French fashion designer Julien Fournie adjusts a dress with his employee in his workshop in Paris.

French high fashion designer Julien Fournie looks at himself in a
mirror in his workshop in Paris.

Royal clientele 
The difference between couture creations and those you

buy off the rail is between night and day, he insisted. “While
you have to get into ready-to-wear clothes”—adapting your
body to the norm—“in haute couture, the clothes are made
to wrap you,” the designer said. And Fournie only makes
one-off pieces to ensure the exclusivity that his very well-
heeled clients crave. “Once a client from a royal family can-
celled an order after seeing a similar creation worn by Lady
Gaga,” said the house’s director, Jean-Paul Cauvin. “For
them, exclusively is everything, and they don’t want that
tainted by fame or vulgarity.”

For that reason, Fournie tends to avoid lending his dress-
es out to stars for red carpet events, except when the
singer or actress has a style that really chimes with the
“DNA of the house”. Fournie’s film for his virtual Paris show
on Tuesday is more of a teaser than a classic run through
the collection.

Cut for ‘real women’ 
“We are not showing too much,” Cauvin said, to avoid

any unseemly competition that might sometimes arise after
shows when “clients really set their heart on a particular
look and want to put an option on it” before anyone else
does. This time, without a formal show, it will be more about
pampering the client, Cauvin added. “The couturier will
have dresses in mind just for them.”

Fournie is known for designing for “real women” with
“breasts and hips and not for gamines” or the androgynous
clothes-hanger models that often dominate the catwalks.
“We don’t create fashion, we create personalities,” he told
AFP as he put the finishing touches to his “Storm dress”, a
silk gown entirely embroidered with goose feathers.
“Whoever wears this after the coronavirus will be like an
angel returning to Earth,” Fournie declared. “I want to help
my clients fulfil their destiny, support them, and help them
take flight,” he added with a flourish.—AFP
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Afghanistan 0093 
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-   Country Codes

This is a great day to develop any latent talents you've 
wanted to explore, Aries, particularly those involving the arts. You 
might want to try working with friends who have the same talent. 
This could not only lead to some good advice but also bring you 
two closer. However, this isn't a good day to deal with practical 
paperwork, so let that sort of thing go for a little while.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22) 

Virgo (August 23-September 22) 

Libra (September 23-October 22) 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

 Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18) 

It's likely that the previous few days have been especially 
hectic, Leo. Today you're apt to entertain a few daydreams about 
getting away from it all. Perhaps there's another field that you've 
wanted to pursue. You might actually think seriously about it now. 
Don't make any plans until you're back in the material world. You 
might feel too fanciful to be your usual practical self.

Today your intellect is likely to be more inclined than usual 
to explore fields that seem a bit speculative. Ancient spiritual rites, pre-
history, or strange stories could be on your mind, Virgo. You might seek 
books on these subjects. Usually you tend to be skeptical about such 
things, but now you want to learn about them. Hang onto your logic 
and learn what you can! You'll enjoy yourself at the very least!

You might find yourself daydreaming about faraway 
places, Capricorn, perhaps toying with the idea of taking a long 
vacation by air to a place you've always wanted to visit in the 
future. This isn't a good day to make definite plans. You aren't 
likely to be inclined to do that now anyway. Love matters may 
take an unexpected turn, as a spiritual bond seems to be form-
ing between you and a potential romantic partner.

You might look around your house and think of some new and 
exciting ways to spruce it up a little, Aquarius. Perhaps some new 
paint, wallpaper, or carpet, or even a small art object could make 
a big difference. You may want to try it. A romantic partner could 
spend a lot of time working on this with you and it might well 
bring you closer together. Have fun!

Something is happening nearby, Pisces, and you want 
to participate. You could feel like you have one foot in this world 
and one in another. The floodgates of intense communication could 
open between you and a close friend or love partner. A tight spiri-
tual bond exists between you, and you'll really feel the effects of it 
now. It will almost be like you can read each other's minds!

Today you might feel especially artistic, particularly re-
garding the visual arts. A lot of exalted ideas could come your way, 
Taurus, perhaps inspired by the masters of the past. This is a great 
day to pay attention to music and art. Friends who share your in-
terest might want to explore these things with you, if possible. Take 
time to write down your thoughts since you'll want to remember 
them. Enjoy!

You're a deep thinker by nature, Gemini, and today your 
mind may not be in this world. Books on psychology and metaphysics 
could be appealing. Churches, meditation centers, and other places 
with a spiritual orientation could seem especially attractive. You might 
attend a program or workshop there, if possible, but mostly you'll just 
want to be alone with your thoughts. Write down any insights, as you'll 
want to remember them later.

Events taking place at churches, meditation centers, 
and other places with a spiritual orientation could draw you near, 
Cancer. You might want to attend a service or program at one of 
them, if possible. Don't be surprised if some profound insights 
come to you that shed some light on a current situation you 
might be dealing with. Write them down or you might forget 
them later.

Some intense dreams could visit you tonight. Keep a notebook 
and pen by your bedside, Libra. It's important you remember them. You'll 
want to visualize every single detail. In the morning, you might want to 
reflect on their possible meaning. They could give rise to new knowledge 
about yourself, a new spiritual revelation, or artistic inspiration. Books 
could be of particular assistance in understanding what your dreams are 
telling you.

Events involving the arts or spiritual studies could take 
place today. You might be put in contact with new people who share 
your interests. Love and romance could take on a fairytale aura, Scor-
pio. You might view current and potential love partners through 
rose-colored glasses, seeing only their endearing traits. This is fine, 
and you should enjoy it as long as you don't get caught up in unre-
alistic expectations. They're human just like everyone else.

Daydreams about your future could take up a lot of 
time today, Sagittarius. Inspiration could give a real 

boost to projects you've been working on. These might involve 
artistic endeavors or perhaps some sprucing up that you want to 
do around the house and yard. Working together, if possible, might 
bring you closer to friends, family members, and possibly a love 
partner. Conversations with them could take an unexpected turn.
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HYDERABAD: Vendors wait for customers at a vegetable market in Hyderabad. — AFP 

Scarcity of shade hurts Indian vendors 
Street vendors suffer from lower earnings and ill health
BANGKOK: Street vendors in India are suffering
from lower earnings and ill health as they lose
access to shade in cities where trees are felled
to make way for construction, researchers said
yesterday. As deadly heatwaves become more
frequent in tropical countries such as India, loss
of shade can severely affect those who live and
work on the streets, according to a study by re-
searchers at India’s Azim Premji University. The
study of the southern Indian city of Hyderabad
showed that women and new migrants, as well as
vendors in poorer neighborhoods are at greater
risk of being denied shade.

“As the primary day-time occupiers of urban
streets, in hot cities the importance of wooded
streets becomes fundamental in ensuring a com-
fortable, liveable work environment,” co-authors
Sukanya Basu and Harini Nagendra wrote. But

“street vendors are largely left out of considera-
tions of urban ecological planning, despite being
among the most affected by the availability of
shaded streets,” they said in the study published
in the Landscape and Urban Planning journal.

Green spaces help reduce the so-called
urban heat-island effect - under which cities are
often several degrees warmer than nearby rural
areas, help clean the air and replenish ground-
water, according to environmentalists. City
dwellers in leafy neighborhoods also tend to live
longer, according to a study last year by the
Barcelona Institute for Global Health. But boom-
ing Indian cities are losing green spaces rapidly
as more land is needed to build metro lines and
apartment blocks.

The scarcity of urban green spaces world-
wide became clear as the coronavirus pandemic

forced lockdowns, triggering a rush to parks for
exercise and to improve well-being. In Hyder-
abad, where summer-time temperatures rou-
tinely soar above 40 degrees Celsius (104
degrees Fahrenheit), construction often results
in the felling of trees and clearance of vendors,
as does the beautification of public spaces. For
street vendors, trees help extend the life of the
products they sell and draw more customers, be-
sides offering respite from the heat, Basu said.

“Access of street vendors to public green
spaces and their right to shade is critical in the
context of the right to the city,” she said. But
gentrification results in unequal access to shade,
she added. Wealthier, residential neighborhoods
in Hyderabad, a technology hub, had fewer ven-
dors and more trees on the streets, while low-in-
come and congested neighborhoods with more

vendors had fewer trees. “A public green space
should be equitable - going beyond aesthetics,”
Basu said. “It is important for planners to under-
stand that these green spaces are the workspace
for vendors, and in some instances their resi-
dence, as well.”

In cities across developing nations, authori-
ties often view street vendors as a hindrance to
progress and target them for forced evictions,
despite evidence that they contribute to the local
economy and the city’s character. “The city can
be conceptualized and designed as a place
where formal and informal co-exist,” said Shalini
Sinha, India representative for WIEGO, a non-
profit that advances the rights of women infor-
mal workers. “But the very concept of a city
currently undermines vendors and their right to
the city,” she said. — Reuters
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PRAGUE: When Dunia Skaunicova graduated
in media marketing from Prague’s Metropolitan
university she quickly found a dream first job
at a startup in the Czech capital, where compa-
nies were fighting to snap up multi-lingual
graduates. Months later, however, she suddenly
found herself back looking for work after losing
her job as the coronavirus pandemic hit the
Czech economy. This time around she is strug-
gling. The pandemic has effectively pulled away
the first rung of the jobs ladder for many young
Europeans, a situation economists say has the
potential to blight their employment and earn-
ings prospects long term.

“I have been to five or six interviews in per-
son during the last two months, but it is more
like a casting because there are so many peo-
ple,” said Skaunicova, 24, who speaks Czech,
English and French and is looking for a job as a
marketing manager. “They’ll invite several peo-
ple for the same hour and then you just sit there
and wait to be called,” she said, adding that she
has had many more interviews online, so far
without success.

Youth unemployment has long plagued Eu-
rope, lingering for years following the 2008/09
global financial crisis and hitting southern
countries such as Spain and Greece especially
hard. Yet early signs show things are about to
get worse. While the overall EU unemployment
rate in May went up by just 0.1% point on the
month to 6.7% - a modest rise thanks to fur-
lough and short-time work schemes - unem-
ployment among the under-25s went up three
times as fast by 0.3% points to 15.7%.

A major challenge is the fact that youth un-
employment is highly correlated with economic
growth: the bigger the overall economic hit
now, the more of it falls on young workers. Be-
fore the coronavirus outbreak, the Czech Re-
public had the lowest youth jobless rate in
Europe of barely 5% following a protracted
economic boom. Yet in the year to May, unem-
ployment among those aged 15-24 jumped by
just over a half to 34,000.

Dennis Tamesberger of the Chamber of
Labor in Linz, Austria, tracks joblessness among
the young across Europe and predicts the youth
unemployment rate in the Czech Republic could
more than triple in 2020 to 16%. Even short
stints of going without a job when young can af-
fect a person’s long-term prospects, says
Tamesberger, who warns that the consequences
of rising youth unemployment now facing Eu-
rope could last for a generation.

He points to a study from the London-based
Centre for Economic Policy Research showing
that one month of unemployment at age 18-20
causes a lifetime income loss of 2%. Tames-
berger says that longer bouts of joblessness
when young increase the likelihood of future
stints without work because people miss out on
gaining skills and experience needed to keep
up in the jobs market. “Periods of unemploy-
ment during one’s youth can have a negative
impact in later life, which justifies the term of a
lost generation,” Tamesberger said.

Skewed market
The London-based Resolution Foundation

think-tank studied three decades of UK eco-
nomic data to reach similar conclusions. It
found that British youth who left education at
the height of the 2008/09 economic crisis went
on to suffer higher jobless rates than those who
left with similar qualifications four years later -
despite the jobs boom of the recovery period.

With Britain’s Office for Budget Responsi-
bility forecasting in April that the UK unem-
ployment rate would hit 10% in the second
quarter of 2020, the Resolution Foundation’s
modeling predicts that a lower-skilled school
leaver’s chances of being in work in three
years’ time have been reduced by a third. “The
‘corona class of 2020’ could face years of re-
duced pay and limited job prospects, long
after the current economic storm has passed,
unless additional support is provided fast,”
study author Kathleen Henehan of the Reso-
lution Foundation said.

Youth unemployment across Europe took
years to recover from the financial crisis and
remained stuck at around 30% in countries
such as Spain and Greece - a figure Tames-
berger and others predict could now soar to
45%. Part of the problem is that Europe’s jobs
market is already skewed against new en-
trants who often do not have the secure, per-
manent contracts of their older colleagues and
so get targeted for redundancy on a “last in,
first out” basis.

The coronavirus pandemic has created new
hurdles as sectors which typically provide the
young with their first step on the ladder - retail
and hospitality among them - are most affected

by the social distancing measures that could be
needed for months yet. That is particularly
acute in tourism-dependent Spain. Newly
graduated teacher Amalia Bragado, 25, had
been hired to work as a monitor at a children’s
summer camp in the lakeside town of Sanabria
in Castile and Le?n, northwestern Spain, where
she worked last year, but the job has been can-
celled. “We are not going to have camps - or at
least there won’t be in the usual way, we still
don’t know what will happen,” said Bragado,
from the Castile city of Zamora.

Apprenticeships for all?
For Bragado and others facing months of un-

certainty and loss of income, the onus is now
on policymakers to prevent a worse wave of
youth unemployment than seen after the
2008/09 crisis. “Even at the best of times, get-
ting your foot on the jobs’ ladder is a challenge.
And these are not the best of times,” Valdis
Dombrovskis, the European Commissioner
charged with overseeing the economy, told a
briefing on the EU’s policy response.

The EU is urging governments to use exist-
ing EU funds to create youth jobs and training,
estimating at least 22 billion euros ($24.9 bil-
lion) of investment is required to start address-
ing structural skills gaps seen in jobs markets
such as Spain’s. “There are very few young
people being trained in vocational schemes
with real job opportunities and there is a lot of
over-qualification with degrees that are not de-
manded by the market,” said Ignacio Conde-
Ruiz of Spanish think-tank Fedea.—Reuters

Coronavirus ‘Class of 2020’: 
Europe’s lost generation?

Data shows ‘youth jobless rates rising’

LOS ANGELES: The booming rooftop solar panel industry nose-
dived overnight when the coronavirus forced homeowners to rein
in spending and keep their distance from would-be installers. Now,
in their struggle to survive, companies on both sides of the Atlantic
are turning to online marketing rather than knocking on doors,
using drones to inspect roofs, arranging digital permits and coming
up with attractive new financing plans, according to interviews
with 12 executives.

At stake is the future of a key driver of the global transition from
fossil fuels to renewable energy: solar power was the second-
fastest growing renewable source after wind in 2019, according to
the International Energy Agency. And rooftop installations, which
generate electricity used by homes or businesses rather than feed-
ing into the grid, made up more than 40% of the market before
COVID-19 struck. Energy research firm Wood Mackenzie has
slashed its rooftop solar installation forecasts for Europe and the
United States by a whopping 30% this year, while lifting its fore-
cast by 3% in Asia, where China provides strong government sup-

port. Joana Palau, 42, a council worker on the Spanish island of
Ibiza, was one of the few in her neighborhood who pressed ahead
with a plan to install 12 solar panels on her farmhouse in June: “If I
had not been working and did not have the stability of a salary
every month, I definitely wouldn’t have done it.” By contrast, large-
scale solar installations that power the grid have fared relatively
well. Wood Mackenzie trimmed its forecast by less than 10% for
Europe and barely touched its US outlook as rock-bottom prices,
subsidies and government mandates helped insulate larger projects
from the pandemic.

In the United States, the third biggest rooftop solar market after
China and Japan, about 80% of the 100,000 job losses in the solar
sector so far have been at rooftop installers, the Solar Energy In-
dustries Association said. Many of the staff who were not laid off,
however, began to focus on one of the industry’s most persistent
challenges: how to cut the cost of identifying homeowners with
suitable roofs, and then persuading them to buy panels, executives
said. Quickly, companies made sales appointments virtual. Leading
U.S. installers SunPower Corp, Vivint Solar Inc and Sunrun Inc said
that reassured potential clients worried about the virus. It also cut
the cost of acquiring customers, which Wood Mackenzie puts at
nearly $4,000, or 22% of the average $18,000 cost of a U.S. sys-
tem.

Normally reliant on door-to-door visits, an effective but expen-
sive sales tactic, Vivint trained hundreds of salespeople to canvass
by phone as its sales slumped 60% following state lockdowns,
Chief Executive David Bywater said. By early May, sales were

down only 30%. “It was a radical shift,” said Bywater, adding that
it had hastened Vivint’s plan to diversify sales strategies and cut
costs: “I hope we never lose that and we accelerate that.”

In fact, the strategy was so successful that larger rival Sunrun
announced on July 7 that it had agreed to buy Vivint in an all-stock
deal valued at $3.2 billion, saving $90 million a year and creating
a solar player with half a million customers. —Reuters

Rooftop revolution: 
COVID’s chill upends 
solar power industry

HINDELOOPEN: Students sail with solar boats along all Frisian
Elfstedentocht (Eleven Cities Races) during the Young Solar
Challenge in Hindeloopen. — AFP 
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China bull charge drives 
stocks and yuan higher

Gold steady above $1,800/oz
SINGAPORE: Surging Chinese stocks led Asia’s
equity markets higher yesterday, as investors
looked past Sino-US tension and renewed coro-
navirus lockdowns and hoped stimulus washing
through the world economy finds its way to
company earnings. Asia’s investors are riding
high after a front-page editorial in Monday’s
China Securities Journal extolling market fun-
damentals was seen as official encouragement
to buy stocks. MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-
Pacific shares outside Japan rose 0.8% and
touched a 20-week high. 

The Shanghai Composite turned in its
longest winning streak in more than two years
and is up 16% in eight sessions. European fu-
tures point to gains from London to Frankfurt,
with FTSE futures up 0.5% and Germany’s
DAX futures up 1.2%, while US stock futures fell
0.1%. The yuan rose to a four-month high and
the risk-sensitive New Zealand dollar hit its
highest since January.

“Broadly speaking, the Chinese economy is
coping better not only with a recovery but also
in dealing with the potential of a second wave
(of infections),” said National Australia Bank FX
strategist Rodrigo Catril. “Rightly or wrongly,
that market is liking the idea that the yuan can
strengthen on the back of equity inflows.”
China’s factory gate prices fell for a fifth straight
month in June but signs of a pickup in some parts
of the sector suggest a slow but steady recovery
remains intact. Deutsche Bank’s chief interna-

tional strategist, Alan Ruskin, said the yuan en-
joyed the “perfect combination” of tight mone-
tary policy, yield advantage and equity demand.

In any case, its rally was not to be derailed
by growing pressure from the West over China’s
tightening grip on Hong Kong, nor was senti-
ment dented by surging US virus cases and a
fresh lockdown of 5 million Australians in Mel-
bourne. Australia’s benchmark ASX 200 index
rose 1% and Japan’s Nikkei rose 0.6%. The
Australian dollar rose 0.2% to $0.6995, but -
perhaps indicating a cap on exuberance - it was
unable to break past resistance at $0.70. US
Treasuries were not sold in to the rally either,
and nor were the safe havens of gold or the
Japanese yen. The yield on benchmark US 10-
year Treasuries remained under pressure at
0.6545% and gold sat at $1,810.73 an ounce.

Earnings ahead
The US earnings season looms with investor

hopes high but warning signals flashing. Federal
Reserve officials raised fresh doubts on
Wednesday about the durability of the rebound.
The United States has also posted its largest
number of daily new infections since the out-
break began and global tensions are on the rise.
Australia yesterday suspended an extradition
agreement with Hong Kong and urged its citi-
zens to reconsider the need to remain there if
they are concerned about new national security
laws that extend Beijing’s power in the city. 

China’s top diplomat said yesterday that
China-US relations face the most serious chal-
lenges since diplomatic ties were established.
US jobs data due at 1230 GMT will offer the
next checkup on the recovery’s progress, fol-
lowed by results next Tuesday from JP Morgan,
Citigroup and Wells Fargo ahead of Microsoft
and Netflix yesterday.

“Earnings season is upon us, and we really
want to see what it looks like,” said Jun Bei Liu,

a portfolio manager at Australia’s Tribeca Invest-
ment Partners. The focus will be on the outlook
as well as on understanding how deeply stimulus
efforts have flowed through the real economy,
she said. Commodities seem to be laying a bet
each way. Brent crude was flat at $43.28 per bar-
rel and US crude fell 0.2% to $40.82 per barrel
as concerns about oversupply weigh. But Shang-
hai copper hit a 16-month high on supply wor-
ries in top producer Chile. — Reuters

NEW TAIPEI CITY: Wang Shang-chi, 75, a mobile hats vendor, rides his bike on a parking lot next
to the Taipei City Zoo yesterday. — AFP

BEIJING: China’s factory-gate prices fell at a
slower-than-expected rate in June, official data
showed, as the country works towards recover-
ing from the coronavirus while grappling with a
heavy blow to global demand. The producer
price index (PPI) fell three percent from a year
ago, according to National Bureau of Statistics
data, but remains weak owing to the COVID-19
pandemic fallout. PPI has been at four-year lows
recently, shrinking 3.7 percent in May.

June was also the first time that producer
prices rose since the COVID-19 outbreak
struck in January, noted Martin Rasmussen,
China economist for Capital Economics. He said
this adds to evidence that industrial demand
mostly recovered by the end of the second
quarter. China is working to bounce back from
a historic economic contraction in the first quar-
ter caused by the coronavirus, which shut down
much of the country. But the world’s second-
largest economy now faces a threat from weak-

ening global demand as the virus hammers key
trading partners.

The PPI pick-up comes as prices of interna-
tional commodities saw some recovery in June,
and as the domestic manufacturing industry and
market demand improved, said NBS senior stat-
istician Dong Lijuan in a statement. Analysts
polled by Bloomberg had expected PPI to fall 3.2
percent. China’s consumer price index (CPI)
came in at 2.5 percent, a 0.1 point rise from May,
on the back of a pick-up in food prices and in
line with forecasts. In particular, pork prices, a
driving factor behind surging inflation last year,
rose 81.6 percent on-year in June, a similar pace
to the month before.

Dong said a slower rate of pig slaughtering,
epidemic-prevention restrictions and a drop in
imports had led to tighter supply of the staple
meat. Lu Ting of Nomura added that vegetable
prices surged as well in June, partly driven by
floods in south China. Xing Zhaopeng, economist
with ANZ Research, told AFP that PPI is unlikely
to turn positive this year and there is little that
Chinese policymakers can do to change that
since much relies on international prices and fac-
tors. “Many Chinese companies have revenues
from overseas markets. If the US, for example, is
suffering from COVID-19, I don’t think their busi-
ness outlook can turn positive,” he said.— AFP

China’s factory gate 
deflation eases as 
economy recovers

WASHINGTON: The Trump administration said
that foreign university students will have to
leave the country if their classes are all taught
online - clouding the future of tens of thousands
of enrollees and potentially straining budgets at
schools struggling to reopen during the coron-
avirus pandemic. About 1.1 million foreign stu-
dents attended US higher education institutions
in the 2018-19 school year, according to a re-
port https://www.iie.org/Why-IIE/Announce-
ments/2019/11/Number-of-International-Stude
nts-in-the-United-States-Hits-All-Time-High
issued by the State Department and the Insti-
tute of International Education (IIE), and they
made up 5.5% of the entire US higher educa-
tion enrollment.

Most US universities have not decided yet
whether they will have all online classes, in-per-
son teaching, or some sort of hybrid when
classes start again in the fall. The immigration
order is likely to affect just a fraction of the total

number of students. Nevertheless, two top uni-
versities went to court on Wednesday to try to
stop it. Foreign students’ financial contributions
are keenly felt in some schools and communities,
where they pay higher tuition bills than some
local students, and support real estate markets
and local jobs.

Jobs and real estate
Foreign students contributed $44.7 billion to

the US economy during 2018, the IIE report
says, citing the US Department of Commerce.
They supported https://www.nafsa.org/policy-
and-advocacy/policy-resources/nafsa-interna-
tional-student-economic-value-tool-v2#main-
content around 460,000 jobs in the United
States in the 2018-19 academic year, estimates
NAFSA, an international education advocacy
group. The majority of these jobs are in higher
education itself, but accommodation, retail,
transportation, and health insurance also benefit,
it concludes. The financial support for these 1.1
million students comes mostly from overseas
too, the IIE report says - 57% of foreign stu-
dents say their primary funding comes from
their own personal or family sources, and an-
other 5% from foreign governments, foreign
universities, or overseas sponsors. China was
the largest contributor to the foreign student
body in the United States, followed by India and
Saudi Arabia, the reports says.— Reuters

What 1.1 million 
foreign students 
contribute to US 
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Dollar falls as yuan leads 
charge in risk-on trades

Coronavirus remains a risk to sentiment

Bond investors
wait for more
headlines on EU
recovery fund
AMSTERDAM: Euro zone bond yields held
their ground yesterday with investors’ main
focus expected to be any new developments
on the European Union’s recovery fund, which
aims to help the region’s economy recover
from the coronavirus crisis. Hopes are high
that the 750 billion euro ($851.70 billion)fund
will be approved at a European Union summit
late next week. Designed to mostly offer
grants to countries worst hit by the coron-
avirus, it has been one of the main drivers of a
drop in Southern European borrowing costs
led by Italy in the past few weeks.

On Wednesday, European Council Presi-
dent Charles Michel said the EU needed to
reach an agreement quickly on the fund but
much negotiation was still needed. Euro zone

finance ministers will meet at 1300 GMT to
select their new leader, while German Chan-
cellor Angela Merkel and Dutch Prime Minis-
ter Mark Rutte will give a joint news
conference in Berlin at 1830 GMT.

“We don’t anticipate a fast agreement (lit-
tle in the EU moves quickly), but would be
cautious around putting too much weight on
negative-sounding headlines, which are al-
most certain to be seen,” Mizuho analysts told
clients. “Instead, we stick to our expectation
for a slow but inexorable grind towards a con-
sensus relatively close to the Franco-German
proposal,” they said, referring to an initial pro-
posal which offered 500 billion euros in grants
before the EU added 250 billion euros in loans
to its plan.

Yesterday, Germany’s 10-year yield was
unchanged at -0.44%, close to one-week
lows, while Italian 10-year yields were also
unchanged at 1.28%. On the data front, Ger-
man exports rebounded 9% in May in another
sign of recovering demand spurred by the lift-
ing of lockdown measures, but rose less than
the 13.8% expected in a Reuters poll. In the
primary market, Ireland is due to sell between
1 and 1.5 billion euros via the sale of 7, 10 and
30-year bonds. — Reuters

TOKYO: The dollar fell against most currencies
yesterday as a rally in riskier assets such as
global equities and commodities put a dent in
safe-haven demand for the US currency.
China’s yuan rose to a four-month high against
the greenback, extending recent gains as in-
vestors of all stripes increase positions in Chi-
nese stocks due to growing signs of a recovery
in the world’s second-largest economy.

Lingering worries about the spread of the
coronavirus could keep some currency pairs in
a tight range, but the dollar’s losses are gradu-
ally increasing as sentiment favors riskier bets
on long-term economic growth. “Rising stocks
and a dip in Treasury yields are slight negatives
for the dollar, but the market can’t move too far
because we still have to worry about the virus,”
said Minori Uchida, head of global market re-
search at MUFG Bank. “A lot of major US eco-
nomic data have been positive, so this will be
less of a trading factor going forward. People
are looking for cues from stocks, yields, and
hedging costs.”

Against the euro, the dollar fell 0.3% to
$1.1365, reaching a one-month low. The euro
could get a further boost later in the day as
Germany is scheduled to release export data.
Economists expect shipments from the euro
zone’s largest economy to rebound sharply in
May from a large decline in the previous
month. The greenback also fell to a three-week
low against the pound at $1.2637. Sterling

edged up to 89.97 pence per euro. The dollar
fell to a four-month low of 0.9365 Swiss franc
yesterday. The dollar was little changed at
107.27 yen.

Chinese shares continued their recent rally
and surged to a five-year high during the Asian
session. Futures pointed to further gains in Eu-
ropean equities, highlighting the enthusiasm for
risk-on trades. Investors are also looking to US
weekly jobless claims later on, but the dollar
looks set to remain on the back foot until then.
The onshore yuan burst past the closely
watched level of 7 to reach an almost four-
month high of 6.9820 per dollar. China’s cur-
rency has been a star performer as investors
shrug off diplomatic tension between Washing-
ton and Beijing to focus on China’s improving
economy and its attractive technology sector.

The yuan has risen around 2.7% from a
seven-month trough against the dollar set on
May 27. While some investors are reluctant
to take big positions before the traditional
summer holiday season amid uncertainty
around the coronavirus pandemic, analysts
said sentiment favors more US dollar de-
clines as investors try to look past a recent
spike in coronavirus cases in some countries.
Elsewhere in currencies, the Australian dollar
rose to a one-month high at $0.695. High-
lighting the greenback’s woes, the New
Zealand dollar rose to $0.6590, the highest
since late January. — Reuters

HUAIAN: An employee works on a new energy vehicle assembly line at a BYD factory in
Huaian in China’s eastern Jiangsu province. — AFP 

‘Eat out to help 
out’; diners get
tasty morsels
LONDON: Britain launched a $625 million
“Eat out to help out” discount scheme to
boost spending at restaurants, cafes and
pubs that have been crippled by COVID-19,
offering half-priced meals from Monday to
Wednesday to get people spending again.
For the month of August, the scheme will en-
title diners to a 50% discount of up to 10
pounds per head on their meal, finance min-
ister Rishi Sunak said.

“This moment is unique. We need to be
creative,” he told parliament during a state-
ment on the outlook for the economy. The
discount can be used unlimited times in Au-
gust and will be valid Monday to Wednesday,
in a bid to encourage people to dine out
throughout the week and not just at the
weekend. It will not apply to alcohol. Britain’s
foodservice industry, which employed 1.8
million people before the crisis, has suffered
thousands of job cuts, with layoffs announced

by firms including the owners of the Caffe Ri-
tazza and Cafe Rouge chains.

Sunak also announced a temporary cut in
VAT sales tax from 20% to 5% for eat-in
or hot takeaway food from restaurants,
cafes and pubs. Kate Nicholls, chief execu-
tive of industry lobby group UKHospitality,
welcomed the announcements. “The meas-
ures announced today are extremely posi-
tive ... and they should give many
businesses in our sector much-needed help
to get going again in earnest,” she said. But
businesses in other parts of the economy
said they had been left out.

“It feels like manufacturing has been
forgotten... tax reliefs for innovation, en-
couragement for consumer spending, in-
dustry stimulus packages, where are
they?” asked Rowan Crozier, chief execu-
tive officer of Brandauer, a pressing and
stamping company. 

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders said it was “bitterly disappointing”
that Sunak stopped short of supporting the
auto sector. “Of Europe’s five biggest
economies, Britain now stands alone in failing
to provide any dedicated support for its au-
tomotive industry, a situation that will only
deter future investment,” SMMT chief exec-
utive Mike Hawes said. — Reuters
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‘Age doesn’t matter’: Alonso 
returns to F1 with Renault ‘family’ 

‘As long as you stay fit and motivated and don’t decline with age’
SPIELBERG: Two-time world champion Fer-
nando Alonso on Wednesday insisted “age
doesn’t count” as it was revealed he would make
a return to his Renault “family” in 2021 when he
will be 39.

Alonso was named as teammate to Esteban
Ocon for 2021 at the French team where he won
the 2005 and 2006 Formula 1 world titles. The
Spaniard, who has notched up 32 wins and 97
podiums in 314 Grand Prix starts, will replace
Australian driver Daniel Ricciardo, who is
McLaren-bound at the end of this season.

Alonso will be 39 in three weeks’ time.  How-
ever, he is a year a younger than fellow former
world champion Kimi Raikkonen who is still
driving in the championship at 40. “In motor rac-
ing, it is not the age that counts, it is the clock,”
he told AFP.

“There is certainly a movement towards in-
creasingly younger drivers but, at Mercedes for
example, it would not be a good thing replacing
Lewis Hamilton with a younger driver just be-
cause he’s 35. 

“As long as you stay fit and motivated and
don’t decline with age, that doesn’t matter.” New
teammate Ocon was just 10 when Alonso won
his 2006 world title. Alonso, also a former Ferrari
driver, said the French team had given him his
“fondest memories” in Formula One.

“Renault is my family,” he added. “It’s a great
source of pride and with an immense emotion

I’m returning to the team that gave me my
chance at the start of my career and which now
gives me the opportunity to return to the highest
level.” Alonso left Formula One in 2018 after four
fruitless years at McLaren and is due to make a
third attempt to win the Indianapolis 500 with
McLaren in August. Alonso said he had bought
into Renault’s project for the coming season.

“Their progress this winter gives credibility
to the objectives for the 2022 season and I will
share all my racing experience with everyone
from the engineers to the mechanics and my
team-mates,” he said. “The team wants and has
the means to get back on the podium, as do I.” 

Alonso said he felt “joy” at returning to For-
mula 1. “I feel very privileged to be able to
choose my own destiny,” he said. “I could always
choose to do what I wanted. I wanted to leave
F1 to get some fresh air, now I think it’s a good
time to come back because I feel fresh and I had
the opportunity. 

“When you can do what you love, what you
want is a feeling of joy.” Cyril Abiteboul, manag-
ing director of Renault Sport Racing said the
signing of Alonso was a sign of Renault’s “plan
to continue its commitment to F1 and to return
to the top of the field”.

“His presence in our team is a formidable
asset on the sporting level but also for the brand
to which he is very attached,” Abiteboul said.
“The strength of the bond between him, the team

and the fans make him a natural choice. In addi-
tion to past successes, it is a bold mutual choice
as well as a project for the future.”

Abiteboul added: “His experience and deter-
mination will enable us to get the best out of
each other to take the team towards the excel-
lence that modern Formula 1 demands. “He will
also bring to our team, which has grown very
fast, a culture of racing and winning to overcome

hurdles together. Alongside Esteban, his mission
will be to help Renault DP World F1 Team pre-
pare for the 2022 season in the best possible
conditions.” F1 teams are in Austria preparing
for the second race of the season this Sunday
after Mercedes driver Valtteri Bottas took the
chequered flag in the opening race of the coro-
navirus-delayed season, also in Austria, last
weekend. — AFP

SHUBAYTAH: File photo taken on January 15, 2020, shows Toyota’s Spanish driver Fernando Alonso
drives his car after the suspension of the race due to strong winds during the Stage 10 of the Dakar
2020 between Haradh and Shubaytah, Saudi Arabia. —AFP

SHANGHAI: Chinese Super League foot-
ballers holed up in hotels for two months to
prevent the spread of coronavirus will be able
to pass the time by doing karaoke and play-
ing badminton, an official said Wednesday.

CSL clubs and players have voiced con-
cerns about their mental well-being due to
being stuck in a strictly closed environment
when the virus-delayed season kicks off on
July 25. This year’s truncated campaign, which
was supposed to start on February 22 before
the virus hit, will see the 16 clubs divided into
two groups playing in two different cities
during the first phase.

Half the teams will be based at a single
hotel in Suzhou, near Shanghai, while the oth-
ers will be confined to a hotel in the north-
eastern city of Dalian. Players and staff will
not be allowed outside the hotel, training
ground and stadium, to stop any coronavirus
infections spreading.

Referees will be subjected to the same
harsh restrictions for at least two months, and
matches will be behind closed doors. Asked
how the Chinese Football Association will
safeguard physical and mental health, secre-
tary-general Liu Yi said: “This is a topic of
great concern to the football association, var-
ious clubs and the media.

“At the hotel base camps where the clubs
will stay we have set up a variety of cultural
and recreational activities,” he told Xinhua
news agency, after the CFA outlined Wednes-
day the steps it was taking to launch the new
season. “That includes reading rooms, swim-
ming pools, badminton courts, karaoke, etc.

“To give you an insight, I just went to
Suzhou the day before yesterday to solve the
problem of setting up a hairdressing room in
the hotel. “We believe that through various
means, the players and referees can be bal-
anced and happy.”—AFP

Chinese footballers get
virus-bubble karaoke

SPIELBERG: Mercedes team chief Toto Wolff
may have seen his world champion team claim
victory in the season-opening Austrian Grand
Prix, but he still insists the “gloves are off” when
the duel for supremacy with rivals Red Bull re-
sumes on Sunday.

Valtteri Bottas gave Mercedes a pole-to-flag
win at the Red Bull Ring last weekend as the 2020
championship finally roared into life.

However, teammate and world champion Lewis
Hamilton was fourth after facing two protests from
Red Bull on the eve of the race over his qualifying
tactics. Hamilton was relegated from second to
fifth on the grid before a late collision with Red
Bull’s Alex Albon torpedoed his hopes of a
podium, despite finishing second on the track.

“We were lucky to finish the race and reliability
is a real concern. We are working it as our highest
priority,” admitted Wolff.

But stung by the daily protests from Red Bull,

he warned rival team chief Christian Horner and
his team: “It’s serious now. Gloves off. No more
nice stuff — we are in a real fight to win.

“So, in a short and intense season like this, with
a yet to be determined number of races, every
point is going to count.”

The second race of the season takes place at
the same bio-secure Spielberg circuit nestled in
the foothills of the Styrian Alps.

Not surprisingly, this weekend’s race has been
named in honour of the spectacular mountain
range. Having watched from the pit-lane as Bottas
claimed his third victory for Mercedes on one of
his favourite tracks, Red Bull’s Max Verstappen
wants better luck this weekend.

The Dutchman, forced to retire early from the
Austrian Grand Prix with electrical problems,
hopes to live up to Horner’s pledge that Red Bull
will treat every race “like a cup final” by taking the
fight to rivals Mercedes.

“We were a bit down on pace compared to
Mercedes in qualifying last time,” said Verstap-
pen. “So we definitely need to close the gap to
fight them in that area, rather than on strategy.  

“I was looking good for a podium, which I
thought was easily possible because it was basi-
cally between Mercedes and myself on raw pace,
but then you should also look at how the whole
race panned out.—AFP

Mercedes and 
Red Bull duel 
for supremacy
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BARCELONA: Barcelona kept up their pursuit
of leaders Real Madrid in the La Liga title race
by beating city rivals Espanyol 1-0 at home on
Wednesday, also condemning their neighbours
to relegation from the top flight.

Luis Suarez struck the only goal of the
game in the 56th minute, lashing a loose ball
into the net for his 195th goal with Barca which
took him past Hungarian Laszlo Kubala as the
club’s third top scorer of all time.

The goal came shortly after both sides had
been reduced to 10 men in a frantic start to the
second half.

Barca’s teenage forward Ansu Fati was sent
off for a reckless tackle five minutes after com-
ing off the bench but Espanyol’s numerical ad-
vantage lasted only three minutes as Pol
Lozano was dismissed, also following a VAR
review.

Barca, chasing a third consecutive Spanish
title, are on 76 points after 35 games while
Real Madrid are top with 77 and can restore
their four-point advantage when they host
Alaves on Friday.

Espanyol, one of Spain’s most prestigious
clubs, were relegated for the first time since
winning promotion back to La Liga in 1994.
They are bottom of the table on 24 points after
35 games.

Barca had produced one of their best per-

formances of the season by hammering Villar-
real 4-1 away on Sunday but they looked slug-
gish at an empty Camp Nou, which normally
would have been in full voice on derby day.

“We knew how difficult this game would be
because of Espanyol’s situation and we were
tired from Sunday’s game and we played with
less intensity,” Suarez said.

“But the important thing is that we won the
game and picked up more points.” Espanyol
frustrated their more illustrious neighbours in
the first half with a five-man defence and cre-
ated the better chances.

Barca keeper Marc-Andre ter Stegen had
to be aware to prevent his team mate Clement
Lenglet from scoring an own goal just before
halftime and Espanyol’s Didac Vila fired the
loose ball against the post.

Ter Stegen had also come to Barca’s rescue
earlier, spreading his body and keeping out a
low strike from Adri Embarba with his leg.

“We did not play well today,” Barca coach
Quique Setien said.

“Their defensive shape made life very diffi-
cult for us as they were very tight and compact
and we weren’t precise enough to find a way
around it.”

Barca found a way through with the help of
their three forwards, as Antoine Griezmann
raced to the byline and passed to Lionel Messi

whose shot deflected into the path of Suarez
and the Uruguayan made no mistake.

Suarez now only trails the late Cesar,

who netted 232 goals for Barca and record-
holder Messi who has scored 630 for the
club. —Reuters

Suarez scores as Barcelona
condemn Espanyol to relegation

Teenage forward Ansu Fati sent off for reckless tackle

BARCELONA: Espanyol’s Spanish forward Javier Puado (L) vies with Barcelona’s Spanish defender Jordi Alba
during the Spanish League football match between Barcelona and Espanyol at the Camp Nou stadium in
Barcelona. —AFP

Japan’s boxing 
nurse dreaming
of Olympics
TOKOROZAWA: Olympic boxing hopeful Arisa
Tsubata is used to taking blows in the ring but
it is during her work as a nurse that she faces
her toughest opponent: coronavirus.

The 27-year-old juggles a brutal training
regime in boxing gloves with long, irregular
hours in surgical gloves at a hospital near Tokyo.
Tsubata mainly treats cancer patients but she
said the virus was a constant threat, with med-
ical experts warning at the peak of the pandemic
that Japan’s health system was close to collapse.

“We always face the risk of infection at
medical facilities,” she told AFP. “My col-
leagues and I have all worked under the stress
of possibly getting infected.” Like most elite
athletes, the virus played havoc with Tsubata’s
training schedules, meaning she welcomed the
postponement of this year’s Tokyo Olympics
until 2021.

“It was a plus for me, giving me more time for

training, although I wasn’t sure if I should be so
happy because the reason for the postponement
was the spread of the infectious disease,” she
said. Tsubata took up boxing only two years ago
as a way to lose weight but quickly rose through
the ranks.

“In a few years after becoming a nurse, I
gained more than 10 kilos (22 pounds),” she
laughed. “I planned to go to Hawaii with my
friends one summer, and I thought I wouldn’t
have much fun in a body like that. That is how I
started boxing.”

‘I WAS SCARED’ 
She quickly discovered a knack for the ring,

winning the Japan national championship and a
place on the national team. But juggling her
medical and sporting career has not always been
easy and the first time she fought a foreign
boxer came only in January, at an intensive train-
ing camp in Kazakhstan.

“That made me realise how inexperienced I am
in my short boxing career. I was scared,” she ad-
mitted. Japanese boxing authorities decided she
was not experienced enough to send her to the
final qualifying tournament in Paris, which would
have shattered her Tokyo 2020 dreams — if coro-
navirus had not given her an extra year. —AFP

Scrabble players 
look to bar racist 
or homophobic slurs
TORONTO: The world of tournament Scrabble
is split over whether to remove racial and anti-
LGBT+ slurs from official dictionaries, as gov-
erning bodies debate the rules in light of the
global Black Lives Matter protests. A decision
on removing the “N-word” as well as homo-
phobic and transphobic terms including “bum-
boy” from the North American Scrabble
Players Association (NASPA) list of accepted
words is due this week, its chief executive John
Chew said on Monday.

Language has become a hotly debated topic
after protests against racism following the
death of George Floyd in US police custody on
May 25, with bands, consumer brands, and
buildings and roads named after slave traders
renamed. “We are told when we get for the first
time to a Scrabble club or tournament that
words have no meaning on a Scrabble board.
Most people accept that without question,”
said Chew, who is Canadian.

“Some people find they cannot accept ... the
‘N-word’ being treated as though it has no
meaning,” he said. “Those people end up not

being part of our community, which is the fun-
damental problem we’re trying to address.”
Chew said he was concerned that people were
put off joining because of offensive language in
the organization’s dictionary. 

A poll open to both NASPA’s roughly 2,000
members and the general public received about
1,000 responses, with members split over re-
moving the N-word and the public in favour of
doing so, Chew said. Scrabble, invented in 1933
by unemployed American architect Alfred
Mosher Butts, is played competitively in North
America by almost 15,000 people, said Chew.
The official Scrabble Go app has been down-
loaded more than 10m times on Android
phones. 

The World English Language Scrabble Play-
ers Association (WESPA), which runs interna-
tional tournaments, is discussing whether to
remove slurs with its dictionary’s publisher
Collins. “These are terrible words and you don’t
want people coming in to be exposed to them
if necessary,” said WESPA chairman Chris Lipe. 

But some felt simply changing the dictionary
would not address the real issues, he said.
“There are real issues about diversity and rep-
resentation within the Scrabble community and
they mainly have to do with issues in society,”
said Lipe, who is American. “Removing words
from the word list doesn’t actually address any
of those issues.” Collins did not respond to a
request for comment. —Reuters
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LONDON: Mohamed Salah kept Liverpool on
track to set a new Premier League points record
as the champions won 3-1 at Brighton, while
Manchester City bounced back to form with a
five-goal rout of Newcastle on Wednesday.

Jurgen Klopp’s side are hoping to break the
100-point record established by Manchester
City in 2018 and they remain on course after se-
curing their first away win since February.

Liverpool have 92 points and need nine
more from their remaining four games against
Burnley, Arsenal, Chelsea and Newcastle to
clinch the new record. Asked about the record
chase, Klopp said: “It’s not important for me.
I’m not interested in any of this but I want to
win football games. “For sports people in
general it might be important. We are cham-
pions and it could be softening but it is not.
The boys go with everything.” Liverpool have
reached 30 wins in a season faster than any
other in English league history and Klopp
added: “We now have 92 points and last sea-
son we had 97! 

“That’s unbelievable, I have no idea how we
did that.” Salah punished poor defending in the
sixth minute, grabbing his 22nd goal of the sea-
son and Liverpool’s first away from home since
February. Jordan Henderson increased Liver-
pool’s advantage with a curling finish from the
edge of the area three minutes later. Leandro
Trossard got one back with a powerful strike in

first-half stoppage-time. But Salah’s 76th-
minute header from Andrew Robertson’s corner
ensured Liverpool’s five-match winless run on
their travels came to an end. Second-placed City
lost for the ninth time in the league this season
at Southampton on Sunday.

CITY BACK ON SONG 
But Pep Guardiola’s men have now won all

four games at the Etihad since the restart by a
combined score of 17-0 after thumping New-
castle 5-0. Gabriel Jesus was one of the main
culprits when it came to missed chances at St
Mary’s, but the Brazilian needed just 10 minutes
to score against Newcastle as he steered David
Silva’s cross into the far corner.

Kevin De Bruyne then picked out Riyad
Mahrez for a simple finish. There was more than
a hint of fortune to City’s third as Matt Ritchie’s
attempted clearance ricocheted off Federico
Fernandez into his own net.

Silva’s appearances at the Etihad are running
out, with the Spaniard ending his 10-year stay
in Manchester when City’s season finishes in Au-
gust. He left another reminder of why he will be
so missed with a sumptuous free-kick to make
it four. And Silva turned provider again in stop-
page time for Raheem Sterling to round off the
scoring.”His performance today and in the last
games, the level he is having is the best of the
season,” Guardiola said of Silva.

City will find out next week if the club’s ap-
peal against a two-season ban from European
competition to the Court of Arbitration for Sport
has been successful. But they have almost done

the job on the field to qualify for the Champions
League for a 10th consecutive season with a 14-
point lead over fifth-placed Manchester United,
who have five games remaining. — AFP

Liverpool boost record bid, 
Man City crush Newcastle

UEFA hoping virus 
doesn’t ruin plans 
for Lisbon finale
PARIS: Four months on from the last match in this season’s Cham-
pions League, the draw for the final eight will be held today amid
ongoing uncertainty about how safe it will be to play out the com-
petition in Lisbon as planned, and with four last-16 ties still to be
completed.

It was on March 11 that Paris Saint-Germain beat Borussia
Dortmund 2-0 behind closed doors to qualify for the quarter-fi-
nals for the first time in four years and their players celebrated
wildly with jubilant supporters who had gathered outside the Parc
des Princes. The same night, holders Liverpool were knocked out
by Atletico Madrid in front of 52,000 fans at Anfield, a mass gath-
ering which British scientists later said had aided the acceleration
of the coronavirus pandemic.

Within days football across Europe was suspended and it was
only in mid-June that UEFA was able to unveil a way of finishing
its flagship tournament, the main economic driver for European
football’s governing body — before the pandemic, it estimated
gross commercial revenue from its competitions this season would
be 3.25 billion euros ($3.69bn).

And so the plan is to go to the Portuguese capital for a unique
“final eight” straight knockout tournament from the quarter-finals
onwards, starting on August 12 and finishing with the final at Ben-
fica’s Estadio da Luz on August 23.

It will share the quarter-final and semi-final matches with the

Estadio Jose Alvalade, Sporting’s home just along Lisbon’s Se-
gunda Circular ring road.

GAMES BEHIND CLOSED DOORS? 
Benfica’s home staged the Champions League final in 2014

when Real Madrid beat Atletico. Then it was filled to its 65,000
capacity, but this time it is expected all matches will be played
behind closed doors due to fears an influx of supporters from
around Europe could spark a new wave of COVID-19.

Indeed, the biggest concern right now is Lisbon itself.
Last week lockdown restrictions were reimposed on 19 neigh-

bourhoods across the northern periphery of Lisbon, worryingly
close to both venues. The restrictions concern some 700,000
people and will remain in place for at least a fortnight.

Portugal, a country of 10 million, is currently registering over
300 cases of coronavirus a day. Three-quarters of the 443 new
cases registered on Wednesday came in the Lisbon area.

NO PLAN B 
That raises questions about whether the final eight will happen

as planned, although UEFA president Aleksander Ceferin has re-
mained outwardly bullish.

“I am confident that with the continued and constant collabo-
ration between all stakeholders, we will conclude the season in a
positive way in Lisbon. There is no need for a Plan B,” Ceferin said
last week. UEFA plans to complete the Europa League with an
identical format, a final eight in Germany, with the final due to go
ahead in Cologne on August 21. The draws for the quarter-finals
and semi-finals of both competitions will be held on Friday, from
1000 GMT. However, before getting that far in either competition,
there are a host of last-16 ties to be completed.

In the Europa League last 16, only six of the eight first-leg
matches were played in March. — AFP

Atalanta see off Sampdoria
to go third in Serie A
MILAN: Atalanta beat Sampdoria 2-0 on Wednesday as
second-half goals from Rafael Toloi and Luis Muriel secured
their ninth straight league victory and moved the Bergamo
outfit to within nine points of leaders Juventus.

Gian Piero Gasperini’s men appeared set to battle it out
with Roma for the fourth and final Champions League spot
when the division restarted following the coronavirus lock-
down, but their excellent form has seen them climb above
Inter Milan into third.

They may even be dreaming of an unlikely title challenge
after Juve and second-placed Lazio both lost on Tuesday,
with Atalanta now just two points behind the capital club.
Inter could retake third when they visit Hellas Verona later.

Atalanta, who have scored 18 more goals than any other
club in the Italian top flight this season, were frustrated for
long periods by Sampdoria. But the home side finally broke
through with 15 minutes to play in Bergamo as Brazilian de-
fender Toloi met a corner at the far post to head home.

Colombian international Muriel continued his brilliant first
season with Atalanta since signing from Fiorentina, collecting
a half-cleared corner before crashing in his 17th league goal
of the season in the 85th minute.

It promises to be a thrilling finish to the campaign for Ata-
lanta, with the Champions League ‘Final 8’ tournament in Lis-
bon still to come in August. — AFP

Klopp’s side are hoping to break the 100-point record

MANCHESTER: Manchester City’s Algerian midfielder Riyad Mahrez (C) scores their second
goal during the English Premier League football match between Manchester City and New-
castle United at the Etihad Stadium in Manchester, north west England. — AFP
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MANCHESTER: Manchester City’s Algerian midfielder 
Riyad Mahrez warms up for the English Premier 
League football match between Manchester City and 
Newcastle United at the Etihad Stadium in 
Manchester, north west England. — AFP
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